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!NTRODUC~ION

BACKGROUND FOR CONTROL
The National

TECHNOLOG~

Inst~tute

STUDIES

for Occupational Safety and Health

(NIOSH) is the primary Federal agency engaged in occupational
safety and health research.

Part of the Department of Health and

Human Services (formerly the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare), it was established by the Occupational Safety and
Health Act of 1970.

This legislation mandated NIOSH to conduct a

number of research and education programs separate from the
standard setting and enforcement functions carried out by the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) in the
Department of Labor.

An important area of NIOSH research deals

with methods for controlling occupational exposure to potential
chemical and physical hazards.

The Engineering Control Technology

Branch (ECTB) of the Division of Physical Sciences and Engineering
has been given the lead within NIOSH to study the engineering
aspects of health hazard prevention and control.
Since 1976, ECTB has conducted a number of assessments of
health hazard control technology on the basis of industry, common
industrial processes, or specific control techniques.

Examples

include studies of the foundry industry, various chemical manufacturing or processing operations, spray painting, and the recirculation of exhaust air.

The ObJective of each of these studies
1

,,

has been to evaluate and docwnent effective control techniques
for the control of potential hea1th hazards in the industry or
process of interest and to create a more general awareness of the
need for and availability of effective control measures.
Such studies are carried out in steps or phases.

Initially,

a series of walk-through surveys is conducted to select plants or
processes with effective and
concepts or techniques.

potentially transferable control

These are followed by in-depth surveys

to determine the parameters of these
tiveress.

cont~ols

and their effec-

The results of these in-depth surveys are used as a

basis for preparing technical reports and journal articles on
effective hazard control measures.

Ultimately, the information

gathered from these research activities forms a publicly available data base on hazard control techniques for the use of health
professionals responsible for preventing occupational illness and
in Jury.
BACKGROUND FOR THE MICROELECTRONICS INDUSTRY STUDY
The electronic components manufacturing industry, in particular the semiconductor (SIC 3674) manufacturing or microelectronics industry, has grown tremendously in the last decade.

Approx-

imately 114,000 persons were employed in this industry

1977.

~n

A number of hazardous materials are being used in the industry
such as arsine, phosphine, and baron.

Little information

~s

available on exposures to these materials in the industry, hut
there are indications from a Cal/OSHA study that adequate controls for handling toxic gases like arsine and phosphine exist in
2

&

..
only a few plants.

The Cal/OSHA study and a previous NIOSH study

on the photovoltaic industry indicated that substances like
arsine might pose an arsenic hazard to microelectronics workers.
BACKGROUND FOR THE FAIRCHlLD SEMICONDUCTOR SURVEY
This in-depth survey was performed as part of a larger data
gathering effort to characterize basic exposures and describe the
processes and controls so that an assessment can be made of the
hazard control technology applied within the m1croelectron1c
industry.

It is hoped that the firm visited during this survey

and s1rn1lar fac1l1t1es throughout the industry will find the
results presented herein useful in their attempts to control
occupational hazards associated with production activities.
The Fairchild Semiconductor facility at South Portland,
Maine, was selected for study on the basis of a preliminary walkthrough survey conducted on December 4, 19Sl
facility

(NIOSH 1983),

This

(which is operated by the Fairchild Digital Products

Division) allowed NIOSH representatives to observe the fabrication of integrated circuits, an operation that involves a range
of process and control technologies.
Six of the many process operations common to the fabrication
of integrated circuits were studied in detail;

photolithography,

wet chemical etching, diffusion doping, ion implantation, operations using radio frequency radiation, and gas handling and
distribution systems.

3
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PLllNT PROCESS DESCRIPTION
This section describes the physical plant, the

ent~re

c1rcu1t

fabrication process 1 and var1ou& ind1Vtdual procesa operations at
the Fairchild

S~miconductor

facility.

The fabrication of inte-

grated circuits 1s not easily described because the procees steps
represent a mixture of bOt-, JOb shop and line
may be repeated many times dur1n9
cess.

~he

op~rations,

which

complete fabrication pro-

Indeed, r:nar.y of the individual steps could be cons1dexed

distinct precesses in themselves.

For the rnost part, the process

descriptlOn$ in this report will address discrete operations

a~d

will interrelate those operat1onS only wher. ~ecessary to 1mprove
the reader's

Throughout the discussion the reader

understand.i.ng~

will be referred to information sources that provide more detailed
descriptions of the fabrication steps if such details are

desired~

GENEI{AL DESClUPTION
Fairchi~d 1 s

1961.

South Portlandf Maine, plant was constructed in

The facility, which cons1ats of two concrete block build-

1ngs with a combined area of 220,00Q square feet, manufactures
diqital bipolar integrated c1rcu1ts.
design,

~afer fabric~tion,

Operations include circuit

lead fabrication, assembly, packaginq,

and research and development

act~vities~

•

" '

Of a total of 1360 employeesr 890 work 1n the production
area

(531 on the first shift, 215 on the second shift, and 146 on

the third shift).

The remaining 270 employees hold adm1n1stra-

t1ve positions.
Approximately 230 of the production workers are in the wafer
fabrication area.

The remaining production employees are in

integrated circuit testing, wafer sorting, die scribing and
separation, die bonding, packaging, reliability testing, and film
production
CHE~ICAL

(Beta Film) .

STORAGE

Chemical supplies for the fabr1cat1on area are stored in an
ind!vidual container chase ad1acent to the clean room fabrication
area.

Liquid chemicals are supplied in I-gallon containers and

are transported in carts to the fabr1cat1on area, where they are
placed in exhausted cab1nets that have sprinklers in the walls.
GAS HANDLING SYSTEM
Process gases are supplied 1n cylinders, which are stored 1n
ventilated cabinets in or near the process equipment.

Process

gases are distributed to the equipment in welded stainless steel
lines and are

con~ected

to the equipment with compression fittings.

Nitrogen is supplied from a bulk storage tank.
known as house nitrogen, is used as a purge gas.

This supply,
Dual check

valves with a relief valve between them are used in the nitrogen
lines to prevent contam1nat1on of house supplies, cylinder gas
supply lines have flow-l1m1t1ng valves.

5

Dual cylinders of arsine

and diborane are provided with regulatory assemblies

tha~

auto•

matically switch gas flow from an empty cylinder to a full one.
The=e are emergency hydrogen shutotfs for each area using hydrogen.
Gas cylinders are replaced by workers wearing air-linesuppl1ed resp1rators.
soap bubble test

The

(SNOO~

~yl1nders

are leak-tested by use of a

or by an ammonl.um hydroxide vapor test

lf cylinders contain chlorine compounds (hydrogen chloride,
dichlorosilane, silicon tetrachloride, boron t:richloride, etc.),
Solenoid valves, whlCh stop gas flow in the

ev~nt

of a power

failure, are incorporated in the gas handling system withih the
epitaxial

reactor~

The followl.ng gases. are supplled in cylinders:
50 ppm in hydrogen and 20,0GO

pp~

1) ars:ine,

(2 percent) in n1troqenJ

2) phosphine, 20 ppm and 50,000 ppm (5 percent} in hydrogen;
3) diborane; 4) boron trichloride; 5) hydrogen chloride;
6} sl.licon tetrachloride; 7) dichlorosilane; S) silane, 15 per-

cent and 100 percent1 9) ammonia: 10) hexafluoroetha::\Q (Freon
:16); 11) carbon tetrafluoride (Freon
fluoridei 13)

Argon~

141 boron

~4),

trifluoride~

12) sulfur hexa15) nitrous oxide;

16} trichlorofloromethane (Fraon ll); and li) both 15 percent
arsine and Phosphine in lecture bottles.
MONITORING SYSTEMS
Arsine and

~hosphiae are ll\Qnitored with a Mathesorfi:Model

804C located in the service

furnace area.

A~r

a~sle

at the

rea~

of the

diffus~on

sampled from the d1tfusion furnace area is
6

pulled through a filter tape impregnated with chemical reagents
sensitive to arsine or phosphine, manifested by a chemiluminescent
reaction that is monitored by the unit.

The unit sounds an alarm

in the furnace area only when arsine or phosphine levels exceed
the Threshold Limit Value (50 ppb and 300 ppb, respectively)
(ACGIH 1983).

The facility is installing a

TELO~continuous

arsine/phosphine monitoring system.

multipoint

This system is capable of

monitoring 16 remote locations throughout the gas storage and
wafer fabrication areas,
Hydrogen is monitored with an MSA(B) combustible gas detection
system at 18 remote sampling
tion area.

po~nts

throughout the wafer fabrica-

The unit is calibrated once every 3 months.

VENTILATION SYSTEM
The ventilation system consists of air treatment and supply,
air recirculation, and local exhaust ventilation.

The wafer

fabrication room supply air is cleaned by passing air through a
fiberglass prefilter followed by a charcoal bed and high-efficiency particulate absolute (HEPA) filter.
is housed in the penthouse on top of the

The filtration system

build~ng.

The air

pressure in the clean room is positive to the surrounding areas
in the building.
Recirculation of clean roam air is restricted to the photolithography area.

The room air is supplied through ceiling

grates, and return air is exhausted through louvers located in
the wall of the room, approximately 3 feet above the floor.
Twenty-five percent of the recirculated air supply is fresh
7

..
makeup air,

wh1~h

is again passed through the filtration system

before being d1str1buted.

The quantity of air that is supplied

or recirculated in the fabrication areas was not reported.
Air is exhausted from the

w~fer

fabrication area either by

exf1ltrat1on from the room or by local exhaust ventilation of the
process equipment.

Exhaust air from the arsenic trioxide diffu-

sion furnaces is passed through a fiberglass pref1lter, a bag
filter, and a HEPA filter.

The unit handles 2310 cubic feet of

air per minute from the two diffusion furnace stacks.

Exhaust

from wet chemical benches using nitric and hydrochloric acid is
passed through a wet scrubber for treatment.
4500 cfm of air exhausted by four benches.

The system treats
Additional air treat-

ment includes the use of oil separators that trap oil from pump
•

exhausts •

This system, which is

r~pcrted

to be 99.5 percent

efficient in the removal of oil from the exhaust air, is used on
most 011-sealed pumps.
Supply air intakes are located on top of the penthouse.

The

nearest exhaust stack is located approximately 100 feet away.
WASTE MANAGEMENT
Liquid process wastes are categorized as acids containing
fluorides, all other acids, chlorinated hydrocarbon solvents,
Freons, and all other nonchlorinated organic solvents.

Wastes

are either collected by an operator and transferred to a storage
or treatment area or collected by a drain system that connects to
a storage tank or treatment facility.

9

Acids containing fluoride are collected by a separate drain
system and stored in two 4200-gallon tanks located within a
polypropylene containment tank in a diked area.

The collected

waste acid is removed by a waste management firm for disposal.
Other acids are collected by another separate drain system and
directed into an acid tank in which the pH is ad3usted with
anhydrous ammonia.

The treated acids are then released to a

publicly operated treatment facility.

Chlorinated hydrocarbon

solvents, such as 1,1,1-trichloroethane, are directed into still
another separate drain system and collected in a 100- to 200gallon tank,

This waste is transferred into 55-gallon drums,

which also are collected by a waste management finn for offsite
disposal.

Freon wastes are collected separately and stored in

55-gallon drums for recycling by a waste management firm,

Also

collected separately, photoresist wastes are added to the waste
nonchlorinated organic solvents.
Waste pump oils are collected and stored in 55-gallon drums.
These waste oils are treated as hazardous and disposed of offsite
by a waste management firm.
Solid hazardous wastes,

~uch

as arsenic trioxide and anti-

mony trioxide, are collected and stored in 55-gallon drums for
offsite disposal by a waste management firm.

These wastes origi-

nate from the diffusion furnace area and from diffusion furnace
exhaust air filters.

Roughing filters, bag filters, HEPA filters,

and personal protective clothing (coveralls) worn by the workers
who change the filters are placed in drums for collection and
disposed of offsite by a waste management firm.
9
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Fairchild has instituted a pre-production

~a~n

authoriza-

tion p=ogram to deter:nine the method and :acation of a liquid
was~e

disposal for wastes that or191nate in the fabricat1on area.

Under this $ystem, liquid wastes can only be disposed of in
1dent1f1e~

drains spec1!1cally
PROCESS

for that particular s'O.bstance.

OESCRlP~IONS

The fabric4t1on sequence used for the manufacture of bipolar
varies with the specific type o! device be1r.9

inte~rated ci~cuits

manufactured.

The specific sequence in which these

operations are performed i$ nQt

presented~

sequence !or bipolar inte9rated

c~rcuits

p~ocess

A 9eneral processing

is provided by Colclaser

(1980} and should be consulted for a more deta1led review of the
fa~r~cation process~

Several process

once in the fabrication

aeqcence~

cperat~ons

occur more than

and some equipmertt is uaed for

more than one process operation.
Thermal Oxidation
The silicon wafers U$ed as a
tion are

purchased~

for dev1ce fabrica-

?n the thermal oxidat1on process, the wafers

are oxidized at a high temperature

in a diffusion furnace
(hydrogen and

su~strate

oxyg~n)

a~sembly

fapp~oxixnately

that uses a

atmos?here.

to the 9as stream periodically for

900° to iiao°C}

pyrophor~c

Hydroqen chloride 9aa is added
clean1~9

or gettering both the

9rowin9 oxide and the oxidation tube of sodium ion

(Colclaser igao}.
to

a~

water

conta~ination

The wafers are loaQed into carriers (referred

boats) that are inserted into the diffusion

furnace~

?he

furnace tUbe is heated to the operating temperature by electrical
10

resistance while the tube is purged with nitrogen.

Hydrogen and

oxygen are introduced into the tube at a controlled rate.

The

furnace operating conditions (including temperature, processing
sequence, and tube temperature) are adJusted by direct digital
control (DDC).

The furnace is automatically controlled by feed-

back control loops that monitor the furnace performance and
adJust the conditions to programmed specification (Douglas 1981).
Photolithography
Following thermal oxidation, the wafers are ready for photolithoqraphy, which includes 1) primer and photoresist coating,
2) pre- or soft-bake, 31 mask alignment and exposure, 41 development, 5) post- or hard-bake, 6) etching, and 7) photoresist
stripping.

The wafer is first coated with a primer (which acts

as a surfactant) by spin application using either hexarnethyldisilizane (HMDSI or bistrimethylsilyacetam.ide (BSA) in xylene, methyl
ethyl ketone, or Freon carrier.

The photoresist, which contains

a proprietary mixture of organic polymers in a xylene carrier, is
spun onto the wafer, and the coated wafer is baked in a resistanceheated oven.

At Farichild, this operation takes place in both

manual (Type I) and automated (Type II) processes.

Automated

processes reguire that the operator only load and unload the
cassettes.
The mask pattern 1s transferred to the coated wafer by
ultraviolet light (365 to 415 nm) by use of either pr0Ject1on
mask alignment or contact printing.

The operator aligns the

wafer w1th the mask by viewing through a split-field binocular

ll

microscope.

In proJection mask alignment, a lens is ihterposed

between the mask and the

wafe~,

is located behind the mask.

and the ultraviolet light source

Masks used for projection mask

alignment are supplied by vendors, whereas those used for contact
printing are fabricated by Fairchild from a chrome submaster mask
produced by a vendor.

The contact mask is a precision glass

plate coated with a silver halide emulsion.

The mask pattern is

transferred from the submaster with ultraviolet light.

Exposed

masks are developed with a hydroquinone-based solution.
The exposed wafers are developed either by immersion in a
developer tank or by spin-on application of the developer.

A

mixture of n-butyl acetate and xylene develops the negative
photoresist, and a potassium hydroxide solution develops the
positive photoresist.

The developed

~afers

are rinsed with

deionized water and Mhard-bakedn in a resistance-heated oven.
Wafer Etching
The exposed layer not covered by photoresist may be etched
by use of either wet chemical etching or plasma etching techniques.

Wet chemical etchinq is performed by immersing the

wafers 1n an etching solution of:

1) hydrogen peroxide, for

etching titanium/tungsten alloy; 2) hydrofluoric acid and allllllonium fluoride, for etching silicon dioxide; 3) phosphoric acid,
for etching silicon nitride: 4) nitric acid and iodine, for
etching silicon; 5) nitric, phosphoric, and acetic acid, for
etching alwninurn; and 6) nitric and hydrochloric acid, for metal
etching.

The etching operations are performed in tanks recessed

12

in polypropylene benches (equipped with splash shields) similar
to laboratory-type hoods.
of the benches.

The acid tanks are located in the rear

Local ventilation of the tanks is provided by

slots around the tank perimeter and/or by slots located across
the rear of the bench and through perforated plates in the bench
top.
Plasma etching is performed by placing wafers in a field of
plasma formed by a radio frequency power source operating at

13.56 MHt.

The plasma contains ions, free radicals, and free

electrons, which are reactive with the layer to be etched.
Selection of the gas used for creating the plasma is based on the
individual layer and includes 1)

freon and oxygen, for etching

silicon dioxide; 2) carbon tetrachloride for etching aluminum:
and 3) oxygen, for stripping photoresist.

The plasma is formed

in a sealed reaction chamber at a vacuum of approximately 0,1 to
20 torr created by an oil-sealed mechanical pump.
Wafer Doping
Doping introduces impurities into the wafer, and alters the
electrical properties of the doped area.

Wafers are doped at

various stages of the processing sequence, either by diffusion or
ion implantation.

Diffusion is

acco~plished

by exposing the

wafer to a high-temperature atmosphere containing the dopant,
The operation 1s performed in a diffusion furnace assembly that
uses a solid (arsenic, antimony trioxide, boron nitride), liquid
(phosphorus oxychloride, boron trichlor1de, phosphorus tribromide),
or gaseous (arsine or diborane) dopant source.

13

Fairchild uses

beth direct-d19ital-control

(DOC~

diffusion furnaces and hybrid-

control diffusion furnaces.
When dop1n9 is accomplished by ion implantation, a source
material is ioni:ed and passed

thro~qh

an

anal~zing

magnet that

collects, accelerates, and implants the desired ions into a
target wafer.

The ion source, the analyzing and accelerat1n9

chamber. and. the wafer exposure stat.;:.on are operated at vacuurr,
conditions of approxi.1'11.:i.tely 10 -6 torr. Thi.s vacuuw. is maintaineC

by two sets of pumps, either an oil-sealed pump and a diffusion
pump or an oil-sealed pump and a cyro9enic pl.11rlp.
~ource

ThQ dopant

is either a gas (horon trifluoride) or a solid (elemental

arsenic or phosphorus).

The process operation sequence

the operator to lead wafers into the load
inplantaticn

uni~

statAo~

individually or in cassettes.

~eqQires

of the ion
Individual
•

wafers

a~e

automat1cally removed £rom the cassette to a load-leek

chamber1 trar.sferred to the exposure charnb@r that is pumped to
\racuu.'11 with an oil-sealed mechan1cal pur.ip and implanted with

dopant ions.

The dosage XQceivad by the wafer is automatically

controlled.

The implanted wafe:c is either autorr.at.i.cally trans-

ferr~d

into a cassette or

sette$ following

~anually

implantat~on~

are heateO in a nitrogen or
fJJrnace.

ly

removed and loaded into cas-

As a final step, the doped wafers

cxyge~

atmosphere in a d1ffus1on

The fu:cnace assenbly is sl.tr.il.ar to t.hat of the previc:iue-

deec~1bed

thermal oXJ.datico.

14

Epitaxial Growth
A single crystal layer of silicon is deposited on the wafer
surface by epitax1al growth in an enclosed chamber.

The single

crystal silicon layer is deposited during the reaction of
dichlorosilane and hydrogen, or silicon tetrachloride and
hydrogen.

A doped silicon layer is deposited by introducing

arsine or phosphine to the reaction chamber.

Epitaxial silicon

is deposited at high temperature (approximately 950° to 1250°C)
in a reaction chamber at atmospheric pressure and heated by
either radiant heat or radio frequency radiation.

This

automatically controlled operation sequence requires the operator
to load wafers onto a metal platen or barrel which is then
inserted into the reactor chamber.

For more detail, the reader

should consult Atherton {1981) and Hammond 11978), both of which
provide descriptions of ep1tax1al silicon deposition.
Chemical Vapor Deposition
Another process operation that occurs during the fabrication
sequence is the deposition cf a thin film on the wafer surface by
chemical vapor deposition, in which the solid products of a
vapor-phase chemical reaction are deposited en the substrate.
Low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) is used to deposit
silicon nitride during the reaction of ammonia and d1chlcrosilane.
The operation is performed in a sealed diffusion furnace tube
evacuated to approximately 0.4 to 3.0 torr (Baron and Zelez
1978),

Th1s process operation requires the operator to load

cassettes containing wafers into the furnace.

15

The furnace door

"

is closed, and the sequence and operating parameters are

~hen

controlled by microprocessor.
Plasraa-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVDj is also
used to depos1t s1l1con nitriae by the reaction of either 2
percent s1lane and nitroqer. or 100 perce:i.t- si.lane and Cllll1t'.onia.
Th~

plasoa

rad~c

~s

createC

ir.troducing the gases

b~

frequency field.

The

ope~~tion

'.t'w¢

a 13.65 MHz

is performed under vacuum

conditions in a sealed chamber or tube at

1.0 torr.

l.:'1

approxi~ately

0.2 to

PECVD systel!IS are used for silicon nitride deposi-

tion at Fairchild.

These include an in-line cassette-to-cassette

un1t and a furnace assernb!..y. similar to a

d~ffusion

furnace with a

radia frequency power source, sealed ehaml>er tube, vacuum systemr
and a wafer hoat.
metal plates onto

The boat consists of a set of parallel vertical
whi~h

the wafers are mqunted.

The operation sequence requires the operator
cassettes contaLning

wafe~s

into the unit

ei~her

to load

(cassette-to-~assette

system) or to mount wafers on a series of parallel vertical
p.lates, w::t:i.ch are than loaded into the furnace tube.

:aoth types

of equLpment are attomatically controlled by a system micrcprocessor.
Atmospheric

p~eesura

ehtm<11cal vapor deposition (CVtH 1s

us~d

to deposit a pho.e:phorus-doped $:!.l.l.con dioxide layer by the reaction of 100 percent silane, oxygen, ane phosphine.

The cper4tion

sequence requires the operator to load wafers onto flat plates or
pla~ens

and then

~nsert

them •nto the

uni~~

Once the platens are

inside the unit the sequence is automatically controlled.

16

A

metal layer is deposited on the wafer surface by radio frequency
sputtering, electron beam evaporation, or thermal evaporation.
The metal is deposited on the wafer surface in a sealed reaction
chamber or bell Jar that is maintained at a vacuum of approximately 10

-6

torr by an oil-sealed mechanical pump and an oil

diffusion pump or a cryogenic pump.

Radio frequency sputtering

(at 13,56 MHz) is used to deposit aluminum, aluminum/copper,
platinum, titanium/tungsten, and gold; electron beam evaporation
is used to deposit aluminum; and thermal evaporation is used to
deposit gold.

The process operation sequence requires the opera-

tor to load the wafers in a planetary structure or
then place it inside the process equipment.

~laten

and

From this point on

the process operation is automatically controlled by a system
microprocessor.
Photoresist Etching
Process operations such as photol1thography, doping, metalization, and chemical vapor deposition may be repeated several times
dur1nq wafer fabrication.

Between these processing steps, wafers

may be cleaned by use of a solution consisting of nitric and
sulfuric acid, nitric and hydrochloric acid, or hydrofluoric
acid.

Photoresist may be stripped by oxygen plasma etching or by

wet chemical methods.

The latter method may entail the use of

1) phenol and perchloroethlyene, 2) sulfuric acid and hydrogen
peroxide, 3) 1,1,1-trichloroethane, or 4) 1sopropanol.

These wet

chemical operations are performed in partially enclosed bench
stations (equipped with splash shields) similar to laboratory
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hoods.

The stations are ventilated by :ocal exhaust slots at the

rear of the benches, around the perimeter of the immersion tank,
anG throu;h perforations in the bench surface.
Metal1zat.::.on
~old sputter~ng

Following

rasist

larnina~e

ontc the

~afer

surf4cQ, a phcto-

£1lm is applied to the wafar, whicn is then

exposed to a mask pattern by using ultraviolet llght.

~he

pattern

exposes areas of the wafer that will serve as electrical inter-

connections to the individual

die~

The exposed water

is

developed

by the use of 1,1,l-trichloroethane to uncover the underlying
gold

A gold film is then plateQ onto

layer~

th~

exposed areas in

a potassium cyahide gold electroplatanq process.

The laminate

lS

stripped from the wafer with methylene chloride, and the exposed
gold layer
tungs~en

~s

etched by use of a

c~anide

solut1on.

layer exp0seC by the gold etching

using hydrogen

peroxide~

provi~e c~ntacts

pr~cess

A

titan~um/

1s then stripped

The process produces sold bumps that

with the film carrier in the final package.

A

detailed revl.ew of this process, known as wafer bu..inpil1g, 1s
provided by Liu et al. {1980}.
FlJtal Processes

The f1nal step in the wafer fabrication sequence is backside
qrinding of the wafer.

panol1 then

mou~tad

a laminate sheet

The wafers are fLrst Cl$aned

w~th

1sopro-

!backside exposedj on a met.al plate that has

adhes1ve~

The exposed backside of the wafer

undergoes a process known aa Slanc:hard grinding; after which the
wafers are remova;:t and elesned

w~tJi

lS

1$0propanol~

Add1t10tlal

operations that may be performed include backside diffusion and
backside gold deposition.
Following wafer fabrication, each die (i.e., an individual
integrated circuit) on the wafer is electrically tested.

The

wafer is scribed, and each individual die is attached to a Beta
film carrier.

Most of them are shipped overseas,

Film leads are

attached to the gold bumps on the die, and the device is encapsulated and placed in a ceramic package.
The Beta film (i.e., beam tape) carrier 1s manufactured by
Fairchild in a separate area adJacent to the clean room wafer
fabrication area.
adhesive and

The carrier consists of a copper film with an

polyimi~e

layer,

Initially, the adhesive-coated

polyimide film is cut and perforated, and then a copper film is
laminate~

to it.

The laminated film is

purged oven at 120°C.

cure~

in a nitrogen-

The copper is cleaned with sulfuric acid,

follbwed by sodium persulfate and water.

The photoresist lamin-

ate film is applied to the tape with a heated roller.

The film

carrier pattern is transferred to the film by exposure with
ultraviolet light at 360 nm.

The exposed film is developed

butyl Cellosolve, rinsed, and

~ried.

~1th

The backside of the film is

coated with silk screen ink in an acetone carrier by use of a
roller coating process.

The film is cured in a nitrogen purged

oven and cleaned with sodium

pe~sulfate.

The exposed copper film

is then etched with an ammonium hydroxide spray, water-rinsed,
and air-dried,

The remaining photoresist and backside coat film

is stripped, rinsed in acetone, dried, and then inspected before
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shipment.

The process is a continuous automated operation.

A

detailed review of beam tape carrier fabrication is provide by
Cain

{1978)

and Hayakawa et al.

(1979).
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METHODOLOGY
The in-depth survey at Fairchild's South Portland plant
included sampling for chemical agents, monitoring fer physical
agents, and measuring of control parameters.

The sampling appa-

ratus, instrumentation, and analytical methods used during this
in-depth survey are presented herein.
WORKPLACE MONITORING FOR CHEMICAL AGENTS
Several chemical agents were sampled during the in-depth
survey.

The sampling strategies used to characterize the work-

place levels of these chemical agents depended on the agent in
question, the nature of the process operation, and the nature of
the JOb being performed by the exposed worker.

The sampling

apparatus and analytical methods used to quantify each chemical
agent were taken from NIOSH's Manual of Analytical Methods (NIOSH
1982).

Antimony
Antimony concentrations in the workplace air were determined
by using the NIOSH reference method for trace metals

{P&CAM 173).

Antimony compounds were collected by drawing a measured volume cf
air through a 0.8-µm mixed-cellulose ester membrane filter (Millipore MCE or equivalent) with a personal

h~gh-flow

P2500, MSA Model G, or Bendix BOX 55-HD).
were diqested with nitric

ac~d

pump (Dupont

The analyte and filter

and analyzed by flame atomic
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'

abso~ption

A detection limit of 9.0 µg was

spectrophot0J11et:ry.

'!'he analytical results were cor-

achieved during these analyses.
~ected

for reagent and filter blanks.

The sampling results were

reported in micrograrus per cubic meter.
Arsenic \Collected as Arsenic Trioxide)
Arsenic concentrations in the workplaca air
usin~

tte NIOSH Reference

~ere

determined

for trace metals (P&CA.M

Me~hod

Arsenic compounds were collected by drawiag a mea$ured

173)~

vol~rne o!

air through a 0.8-µm rnixed-cellu1ose ester membrane filter (Mill1-

pore MCE or eqQivalent)
P2500, MSA Model

G~

usin~

a personal high-flow P\UD'P (:>upont

or Bendix BOX 55-HD>.

The analyte and filter

were digested with nitric acid and analyzed by flame atom.Jc
~bsorption

spectrophotometry.

A detection lllllit of 0.035

ach1eved during these analyses.

Tbe zotometer setting used

to determine the sample flow rate an4 volv.me was

~eported

te~rature

was

The analyti=al results were cor-

rected for reagent and filter blanks.

changes in

~g

and pressure.

for

correcte~

The sampling results were

in roierograms per cubic meter.

Arsenic (Collected as A::::sine Gas)

Arslne

conce~trationa

in the workplace were determined by

using the NIOStt ReLerence Method for arsine

(S229)~

The

~rsUle

was collected by d.raw:t.nq a measured vol >.Jtne of air through a
charcoal tube with a low-flow {50-200
moael number 222-3}.

~l/m1n)

st~oke

Xhe analyte was desorbed with nitric acid

and analyzed by using flameless atomic absorption.
ll..ltlit of o.06

~g

pUit!p (SKC

was achieved durinq these

aftaly$eS~

A detection
The

a~alyt

ical results were corrected for reaqent and charcoal blanks.
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The

'

sampling results were reported in micrograms per cubic meter of

Diborane (Measured as Boron)
Diborane concentrations in the workplace air were determined
by using the NIOSH Reference Method for diborane (P&CAM 341).

Diborane was adsorbed on an

oxid~zer-impregnated

charcoal tube

(SKC 226-67 or equivalent) by drawing a measured volume of air
through a three-stage sampler consisting of a TeflonR filter
cassette (Millipore PTFE or equivalent), the treated charcoal
tube, and a personal high-flow pump (Dupont P25DO, MSA Model G,
or Bendix BDX 55-HD).

The analyte was desorbed with 3 percent

hydrogen peroxide and analyzed for total boron by plasma emission
spectroscopy.
analyses.

A detection of D.25 µg was achieved during these

The analytical results were adJusted by using an

empirically derived desorption efficient factor and corrected for
charco~l

tube and reagent blanks.

The rotometer setting used to

determine the sample flow rate and volume was corrected for
changes in temperature and pressure.

The sampling results were

reported in micrograms per cubic meter.
Hydrogen Fluoride
Breathing zone samples were taken during the first
production workshift of the day.

(primary)

Hydrogen fluoride concentra-

tions in the workplace air were determined by using the NIDSH
Reference Method for hydrogen fluoride (Sl76).

Hydrogen fluoride

(as hydrofluoric acid aerosol) was collected in O.!N sodium
hydroxide by drawing a measured volume of air

thro~gh

a

sem~pe~me

able membrane impinger (Industrial Hygiene Specialties Model
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100500-2 or equivalent) with a personal high-flow pump

{D~pont

P2500, MSA Model G, or Bend1x BDX 55-HD}.

solu~ion

was

dil~ted

The analyte

with an 1cn1c-stren9tr.. activity buffer (TlSAB} and

analyzed by ion-specific electrode, resulting in a
tion l1m1t.

~O-u9

saro~le

The analytical results were corrected for

reagent blanks.

and

The rotometer setting used to determine the

sample flow rate and volume was corrected tor changes in
ature a:r.d pressure.
gra.~s

detec-

temper~

The samp1,ing results were reported l-?I micro-

per cubic meter.

SulfUt'lC Acid
Sulfur~c

acid concentrat1ona in the workplace air were

determined by using the N!OSH Reference Method for aulfur1c ac1d
($174}.

Sulfuric acid mist was

on a O.B-µm

~ollected

cellulose ester-n;embrane ti:ter (Millipore type

nu.xed~

MCE or

aqui\ra-

lent) by drawing air through tl:c filter with a personal h.i.9h-fl0\ll'

pump IDupont P2500? MSA Model C, or Bendix
analyt~

BOX-55-HOl~

The

was extracted from the filter w1th a solution of

tilled water and 1sopropyl alcohol.

The

~H

d~s

of the extract was

ad)usted with dilute perchloric acid and titrated with 0.005M
barium perchlorate.

Thorin was used a& an

tion limit of 18 µg was achieved
lytica~

these analyses.

A detecThe ana-

results we.re corrected for filter and rea9ent blanks.

The rotoiueter
volume

durin~

indicato~.

w~s

se~tl-ng

us~d

to

determ~ne

th.a sample flow rate and

corrected for changeg in temperature and pressure.

The sampling results were reported in mierograns per cubic meter.
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Nitric Acid
Nitric acid concentrations in the workplace air were determined by using the NIOSH Reference Method for nitric acid (nitrate
1onl

(S319).

Nitric ac1d mist was collected in distilled water

by drawing a measured volume of air through a semipermeable
membrane 1mp1nger (Industrial Hygiene Specialties Model 100500-2
or equivalent) with a personal high-flow pump (Dupont P2500, MSA
Model G, or Bendix BDX 55-HD).
analy~ed

The content of the impinger was

by direct potentiometry using an ion-specific electrode;

a detection limit of 500 µg was determined.
results were corrected for reagent blanks.

The analytical
The rotometer setting

used to determine the sample flow rate and volume was corrected
for changes in temperature and pressure.

The sampling results

were reported in micrograms per cubic meter.
Organic Compounds In Air
The concentration of various organic compounds in the workplace air were determined by using an adsorption on charcoal,
desorption with cs 2 , and analysis by mass spectroscopy, Organic
compounds were collected by drawing a measured volume of air
through a charcoal tube with a low-flow (50-200 ml/min) stroke
pump (SKC Model No. 222-3),

The analyte was desorbed with l ml

of cs 2 and analyzed by mass spectroscopy with single ~on rnonitoring. The following information describes the equipment,
column, and operating conditions used during the analysis:

is

Gas chromatograph: Hewlett-Packard 5992 GC-MS
Column: 10% TCEP (tris cyano ethoxy propane), 80 in x 0.125
in. o.d. nickel
Detector: single ion monitoring MS, ions: 43, 45, 106,
146, 58, and 59
Initial column temperature: 50°C
Hold time: 5 min.
Final column temperature; 150°C
Hold time: 7 min.
Program rate: 10°C/min.
Carrier gas: Helium at 0.45 torr
InJection temperature: 1B0°C
The detection limit for this method varies with the organic
compound being analyzed.

However, an OR column detection limit

of 20 nanograms can usually be achieved.

The analytical results

were corrected for charcoal tube and reagent blanks.

The sampling

results were corrected for temperature and pressure and reported
in parts per million.
WORKPLACE MONITORING FOR PHYSICAL AGENTS
Two physical agents were monitored during the in-depth
survey:

radio-frequency radiation and gamma or x-radiation.

The

monitoring strategies used to characterize these workplace exposures varied according to the agent being studied, the nature of
the process operation to be characterized, and the nature of the
Job being performed.

The monitoring instruments and survey

methods used during this survey are described.
Radio-Frequency (RF) Radiation
Radio-frequency emissions were monitored with a

Holada~

(Model HI 3002) meter by using an electric field probe having a
frequency response of 500 kHz to 6 GHz and a magnetic field probe
with a frequency response of 5 to 300 MHz.
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Readings were taken

during

no~rnal

process equipment operating cycles.

Normal oper-

ating frequencies, power outputs, and cycle times were recorded.
The results were reported for near-field measurements as maximum

2

2

electric field strength (V /M ) and maximum magnetic field
strength (A 2 /M 2 ).
k-Radiatian (X-Rayl
Exposure levels at various work stations were surveyed with

a Nuclear Chicago Model 2650, Serial Number 2009 {Battelle ID

86531) Geiger-Muller counter.

The magnitude of potential expo-

sure at "hot" survey_ locations was characterized by using
Landauer Type P-1 dosimetry badges
limit of 10 mrems).

(with a minimal detection

The Geiger-Muller survey results were

reported in milliroentgens per hour (mR/hr), and the dosimeter
readings were reported in m1ll2rems

(m.rem) for the specific time

period monitored.
MEASUREMENT OF CONTROL PARJ\.METERS
Face velocities, duct traverses, and general air flow observations were made during the in-depth survey.
measurements were performed with a
meter.
(fprn).

Kur~Model

The velocity
441 air velocity

The measurement results were reported in feet per mlnute
A multi-point traverse method of data collection was used

during the in-depth survey to collect the air velocity measurements necessary ta construct representative averages.

The

physical dimensions of exhaust ducts and takeoffs were al3a
measured whenever possible.
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CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
APPROACHES TO CONTROL
Occupational exposures can be controlled by the application
of a number of well-known measures, including engineering measures, work practices, personal protection, and monitoring.
These measures may be applied at or near the hazard source, to
the general workplace environment, or at the point of occupational exposure to individuals.

Controls applied at the source

of the hazard, including engineering measures (material substitution, process/equipment modification, isolation or automation,
local ventilation) and work practices, are generally the preferred
and most effective means of control, in terms of both occupational
and environmental concerns.

Controls that may be applied to

hazards that have escaped into the workplace environment include
dilution ventilation, dust suppression, and housekeeping.

Control

measures that apply to individual workers include the use of
remote control rooms, isolation booths, supplied-air cabs, safe
work practices, and the use of personal protective equipment.
In general, a system that includes these control measures is
required to provide worker protection under normal operating
conditions as well as under conditions of process upset, failure,
and/or maintenance,

Process and workplace monitoring devices,

personal exposure monitoring, and medical monitoring are important
28

•

mechanisms for providing feedback concerning the effectiveness of
the controls in use.

Ongoing monitoring and maintenance of

controls to ensure proper use and operating cond1t1ons and the
education and corranitrnent of both workers and management to occupat1onal health are also important ingredients of a complete,

effective, and durable control system.
These control measures apply to all s1tuat1ons, but their
optimum appl1cat1on varies from case to case.

The appl1cat1on of

these measures at the Fairchild Sern1conductor fac1l1ty for the
product of bipolar integrated circuits is discussed.

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS
Industrial Hygiene
The facility has a full-time industrial hygienist, who is

responsible for industrial hygiene, safety, security, training,
and medical.

The corporate headquarters in Mountain View, Cal1-

fornia, provides additional assistance in industrial hygiene and
safety.
Worker exposure has been monitored during normal operations,
maintenance, and emergency conditions (such as chemical spills),
The monitoring equipment includes a portable infrared analyzer
(MIR.A.JID lA), direct-reading detector tubes, midget impingers, and
charcoal tubes.

X-ray radiation emissions and operator exposures

in the ion 1mplantat1on area are monitored by the use of radiation
film badges and a Geiger-Muller survey meter.
Measurements of the ventilation system are limited to the
mon1tor1ng of face velocities of local exhaust ventilation systems
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with a swinging vane anemometer.

The air exhausts from some

operations also require careful monitoring to assure product
quality.

Facility engineering personnel and an industrial hygien-

ist perform these measurements.
Scheduled renovations to the wafer fabrication area will
include the use of magnehelic gauges to monitor local exhaust
ventilation from the diffusion furnaces.

The ventilation system

design drawings have recently been updated to trace all process
ventilation systems from the point of exhaust to the air cleaner
and/or exhaust fan.

This doc\lmentation was required for emer-

gency response planning and to identify all the agents that could
potentially be exhausted through a given system.

It was also

used to determine whether the exhaust system was compatible with
the planned facility renovations.
An

emergency response teaIU has been organized to handle

chemical spill hazards and emergency evacuation.
drills are performed twice a year.

Emergency

Fairchild has also estab-

lished an internal emergency telephone number for reporting
accidents or hazardous situations.

Telephones are accessible

throughout the wafer fabrication area.

The communication system

is also on emergency power, and safety personnel and chemical
spill teams, as well as other key supervisors, are provided with
two-way radios.
Education and Training
Fa1rch1ld 1 s training programs cover safety practices, materials handling, the use of personal proteet1ve equipment, emergency response, and hazard reporting.
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Included are chemical

safety, handling and labeling of hazardous wastes, use of selfcontained breathing

app~ratus

evacuation procedures.

and respirators, and emergency

The training programs are offered upon

employment and twice a year thereafter as a refresher.
A 1-hour weekly chemical training program is offered ta all
new employees.

Specialized training for new employees or employees

new to a specific production area is the responsibility of the
area supervisor.

Supervisors instruct the new employees on

safety items, which are also outlined on a safety review checklist,
including 1) specific JOb safety requirements; 2) emergency
evacuation procedures; 3) required action in response to specific
alarms; 4) the location of emergency showers, eye wash stations,
fire extinguishers, and telephones; 5) the safety function of
exhaust fume hoods; 6) eating and

smo~ing

policies; 7) working

alone policy; 8) proper chemical storage procedures; 9) aisle
clearance; 10) medical deparunent location; 11) accident or
hazardous situation reporting; and 12) housekeeping practices.
Training is also provided by other facility supervisors, and a
2-hour tour is conducted by the industrial hygienist.
Respirators and Other Personal Protective Equipment
The safety and medical departments at Fairchild have specific personal protective equipment requirements for each area in
the plant, including production, maintenance, support facilities,
and office areas.

The requirements cover the use of safety

glasses, contact lenses, ear and head protection, and the designation of radiation and nonsmoking areas.

The general require-

ments are supplemented by specific task or Jab functions within
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..
the areas, and safety specifications are written for each piece

of process

equipment~

workers are required to wear safety glasses 1n the wa!er
fabr1cat~on

hibited.

area.

Specific

the following:

Open-toe shoes and contact lenses ar& pro~equirements

by JOb category or task include

1) apron, gloves with gauntlets, and face shields

for operators, 2) aprons, aeid gloves with gauntlets, face shielas 1

and boots for chemica: technicians who transport or mix chemicals,
3) air

line~supplied

respirators for technicians who change gas

bottles, 4) respirators ll/2-face with goggles} for

ma~ntenance

workers who change arsenic and antimony air filters and clean
silicon dioxide deposits from the

vapor~ph&se

deposition syetemz

and 5) alr line-supplied reapirators for technicians who change
the plasma etching system cold trap.
Medical

P~ogra~

The facility employs t\io nurses full time and

on~ pa~t

time

to provide healtb services on all three production shifts.

Emergency care services and health education are provlded by the

nurses.

The facility also has a physician on

~he

premises on a

part-time basis.
~ll

personnel are required to undergo a preplacement medical

examination and a
Fabricat~on

p~riodic

examination (every 1 to 2 years}.

area workers and chemical m1x operators are

to have chest X-rays.

Workers in areaa where noise levels are

greater than as dB(A) receive
V1$ion

test~ng

requ1r~d

pe~iodic

is required for all

J2

hearing

employees~

~xaminations,

and

All fabrication

.

'

area workers are required to have blood tests, including a full
blood profile.

All workers in areas where arsen1cal compounds

are used must give urine samples to determine urinary arsenic
levels.
Housekeeping

Housekeeping and maintenance act1v1t1es are a necessary part
of ma1nta1n1ng product quality.

Spec1f1c housekeeping procedures

that were 1dent1f1ed by the plant as preventing worker exposures

to chemical agents include the use of a portable vacuum system to
clean areas where antimony trioxide powder is used.

The system

is used for routine cleaning and to control dry spills.
PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY
Photolithography includes the following operations:

1)

spin-on application of one of two prJ..Iners, b1s-tr1methyl s1lyacetam1de (BSA), or hexamethyldisilizane (HMDS); 2) drying; 31
spin-on of photores1st; 4) soft-baking; 5) wafer exposure by
proJection mask alignment or contact printing; 6) spin-on application of a developer solution, either potassium hydroxide or
n-bu~yl

tion.

acetate and xylene;

7~

hard-baking; and 8) wafer inspec-

At Fairchild these operations are contained in tunnel-like

work areas.

The two different tunnel designs observed during the

survey are presented in Figure 1.

The lithographic process

equipment is located on both sides of an access aisle (Type II or
on one side of the aisle (Type II) •

HEPA filtration systems are

located in the air supply intake to the photoresist application
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and substrate exposure stations in Type I tunnels and above all
process operations in Type I I tunnels.
Type I Tunnels
Air is removed from the room at the floor level through
slots running the length of the side walls of the tunnel, which
act as return air plenums.

The single HEPA filters above the

work stations deliver approximately 1660 cfm of air downward onto
the process equipment at an average velocity of SO fpm.

The air

is directed downward by clear plastic shields hanging from the
front edge of the units.

The estimated quantity of air exiting

the unit from the front work area is 2020 cfm (average velocity
is 105 fpm).
Type II Tunnels
Air is supplied to the work station through vertical laminar
flow HEPA filter units located above all the process equipment.
The air is directed downward by clear plastic panels that hang
across the front of the work area.

Air is removed from the

tunnel by return-air slots located at three levels along the
opposite wall--6 inches above the floor, at a height of 4 feet,
and at the ceiling.

Each slot runs the length of the tunnel

along the side wall opposite the process equipment.

Air also

leaves the tunnel through panels located at the base of the
emergency exit door at the closed end of each tunnel.

This air

exhausts into a closed corridor that acts as a return-air plenum
servicing five photolithography tunnels.
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Approximately 4800 cfm of air is supplied to the Type II
tunnels through HEPA filter units.

Air velocity measured at the

face of the work area between the shield and the work surface is
200 fpm, with an estimated air flow of 6080 cfm.

Return-air

removed from the tunnel by exhaust slots along the rear tunnel
wall is estimated to be 7960 cfm, which indicates that $Orne air
is being drawn into the tunnel from the personnel entrance,
Local exhaust ventilation in Type II tunnels includes the exhaust
of three spin platforms.

The flow rate of the platform exhausts

could not be calculated because the exhaust ducts were inaccessible.

Face velocity at the platform could not be determined

because of the nature of the enclosure and the effect that air
flow from the HEPA filter has on the measured flow,
Monitoring Results
The workplace air in both Type I and II photolithographic
tunnels was monitored for seven organic substances:

HMDS, ace-

tone, methyl ethyl ketone (MEK), n-butyl acetate, xylene, Cellosolve acetate, and methyl cellosolve.

The Type I tunnels repre-

sent old process technology and control system configurations;
the Type II tunnels represent photolithographic operations with a
more state-of-the-art approach to product protection and emission
control.
Results of Monitor4nq Conducted in Type I Photolithoqraphic
Tunnels-Two

Type I tunnels were monitored using area samplinq methods.

The results are presented 1n Table 1.
fied

in

Table 1 as Aisle B and Aisle C.
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The two tunnels are identiEight individual samples

"
TABLE I. SUMMARY Of AREA MONITORING FOR ORGANIC SUBSTANCES JN TWO TYPE l PHOTOLITHOGRAPHIC TUNNELS
· · - - - ~_!su.-ed co11centrations
l'lon1tor1ng
..ethad

Are•

Job

Charcoal

description

Sample

S<11l¥lle

He;ii;ill!Eth)'l-

or loc1tlon

dur1tton
(h 111ln)

~o I 111PE!

dl'f.\lizane

l'ocet11ne

acetate

Xylene

(liters)

(ppm)

(ppm)

(ppm)

(PP'!)

Aisle 8 photol1thographic
operdtlon

l 25
J·Ol

21 I
18 )

0.31
0 14

0 06

0 04

0 04
0 01

22 "38

Aisle B photo-

2 J5

l 48

Z9 41
4J.J6

0 OB

0 06
0 OB

0 07
0 07

l .74
2.J9

'J J6
17

Z:J.J

0 IT

0 05

21 l

0 05
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were taken during the survey of Type I photolithographic tunnels.
The duration of these area samples

range~

from a low of 2 hours

and 27 minutes, to a high of 3 hours and 48 minutes.

The average

sample volume was approximately 29 liters.
Results of Monitoring Conducted in Type II Photolithographic
Tunnels-Two Type II tunnels were monitored by both area and personal
sampling methods.

The results are presented in Table 2.

The two

tunnels are identified in Table 2 as either Mod. 6 or Mod. 4.
Area samples were taken only in one Type II tunnel (Mod. 6)
between the wafer checking stations and the automated

Wafer-Tra~

and between the Wafer-TrakR and the alignment and exposure station.
The duration of the area samples was limited to JUSt a little
aver an hour.
Personal samples were taken in both Type II tunnels.

The

samples were taken an four workers involved in wafer checking,
three workers performing mask alignment and exposure of wafers,
and one maintenance worker.

Sample durations ranged in length

from 2 hours and 4 minutes to 5 hours and 38 minutes.
Work Practices
The work practices and activities of workers involved in
photolithographic operations vary according to

~hether

the opera-

tions are being performed in a Type I or Type II tunnel.

This

difference is directly related to the process technology being
used in each of the tunnels.
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In Type I tunnels the area samples were taken near the
photoresist application station.

The air sampling pump was

located at "headft level between the photoresist spin-on equipment
and wafer-baking unit.

During the sampling effort, as many as

four workers would be operating equipment in the Type I tunnel.
Workers in Type I photolithographic tunnels do not remain positioned in front of the photores1st application station for long
periods of time.

A maJority of

work stations in the tunnel.

the~r

workday lS spent at other

A worker begins a work activity

cycle by loading wafers into the spin-on operation.

Following

load-in, the worker starts the process equipment, observes its
operation to assure that the desired treatment of the wafers is
being achieved, and then leaves the area to attend to other tasks
~ithin

the tunnel.

The worker w1ll return per1od1cally to observe

the process operation and finally to assist in the load-out of
wafers from the baking oven.
Sampling in the Type II photolithographic tunnels
ducted by both personal and area monitoring methods.
was conducted at each of the
Type II tunnels.
and exposure

t~o

~as

con-

Area sampling

work stations located in the

Personal samples were collected from alignment

~orkers,

wafer checkers, and a maintenance

~orker.

Because operations in Type II tunnels are more automated than 1n
Type I tunnels, only two full-tirne process workers are required.
The alignment and exposure workers remain seated at their
work stations for most of the workday.
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Short excursions from

their seated work activit1es occur when it is necessary to load
wafers into the Wafer-Tra~ system or check on its operation~
The wafer checkers also

re~,ain

throughout most of the workday.

seated at their work stations

Some excursions are made to load

or unload wafers. to check on the operation of the Wafer-Trak®'
system, or on occasion, to 1eav€ the tunnel to transfer wafera to
the plasma

The

etchi~g

$taticn,

worker ttt0n1tored during this survey remained

~a1ntenance

in a Type I ! tunne: for
nance

act1vit~'

mo~t

of the $ampling period.

The ma1nte-

was 1J..m1ted to the Wafer-Trak® system; the mainte-

nance worker had partially disassembled <:he

observe, clean, and

adJ~at

Wafer-Tra~ system

to

the equipment.

F29ure 2 is a diagram showing the position of photolitho9raph1c 'WOrkersT the locat1on of area .;ind perec)nal Sa."Itp:ers, and
the ranqe of worker movement during normal work

act1~1ties.

WET CHEMICAL STA?IONS
Wet chemical stations are used at FaJ..rchild to clean wafers,
to etch or strip deposited layers, or to clean components of
cartain process equipment (see wafer-etching section
Process

Descr~ption)~

~et

u~der

Plant

chemical stations that were evaluated

during the- in-depth survey included l} ventilated stainless steel
benches for cleaning photol1thography equipment parts with xylene,
and 2) ventilated plast1c benches with
etchinq~

The

=ec~ssed

wells for cleaning,

or stripping wafers by immersion in an ac1d solution.
xyle~e

laboratory~type

cleaning station 1s a stainless steel bench in a
hood.

The exhaust hood encloses the unit on
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during pho~olitho9raph1t operations.
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three s1dee, and a flexible plastic shield runs across the front
of the bench.

The shield is used to decrease the open-face area

of the bench.

The open-face area ~a 500 in.

2

with the shield

down, the average face velocity is 83 fpm, and the estimated
volumetric flow rate is 290 cfm.

Measurements obtained with the

shield up resulted in an open-face area of 1356 in. 2 and an
average face velocity of 44 fpm.
The xylene cleaning bench is vented by two slots (1/ x 1.75
in.) located at the rear of the bench.

The average slot velocity

ranged between 750 and 975 fprn for a combined estimated volumetric
air flow of 360 cfm.

A solvent well in the bench surface con-

tained a tank of xylene at room temperature (22°C).

Although a

set of slots were located around the perimeter of the well to
control solvent vapor emissions, no air flow was detected.
Etching, cleaning, or stripping of wafers is achieved by
inuners1ng the wafers in an appropriate solution.

The operations

are performed in plastic benches with local exhaust ventilation
provided by slots across the rear of the bench, around each
solution tank perimeter, and through a perforated deck that is
vented to an exhaust plenum below the

~ork

surface.

The basic

design of the wet chemical bench is shown in Figure 3, with
variations of the bench design as

indica~ed.

at the bench include face velocity, slot

Measurements taken

veloc~ty,

tank slot

velocity 1 and air velocity at the perforated deck,
Dimensions of both acid and solvent benches and local exhaust
ventilation were obtained and the air flow was estimated 1n cubic
feet per minute.

These results are summarized 1n Table 3.
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TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF VENTILATION

Bench type
Cleaning station
Acid clean1n9

l'letal <>tching

~EASUREMENTS

FOR WET CHEMICAL STATIONS

(cfm)

Slot
vel0<:ity
(fpm)

f 1QIN
(cfm)

"'

Tank slat
voe1ot1ty
{fpm)

80

350

150-975

zoo-360

Neg,

11D

1420

1190-3100

480

l7D

llD

70

60

105

100

70

"

Face
velatlty
(fpm)

llD

'"

fl~

1240

' 625-1900

210

1180

780-1580

550

•

130

'"

700-1450

l9D

140

1280

1350-1500

900

•

120

1400

1390-2000

'90

HzS04lHz02
HN0 tHCl
3

HF

100

"

"

50

JD

40

Hf

40

HF

"

65

100
100
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HF
H S0 4 /HN0 3
2
Ht10 /HC1
3

"

"
70

Acid Clt>aning

HF

H P0 4/HN0 3
3
H Po 4 /HN0 3
3

SD

Acid clean1ngi'

Xylene-

HF

5D
5D

Acid cleaning

0

Agents

4D

90

165

(cfm)

ao
ao

100

Ac1d cleen1n9

'"

n~

120

40
llD

121

ao

NH 40H/Hz0z
H2S04/Hz02
H2so 41112o 2
HNOJ/H2S04
HF
Ht<0 /HC1
3

Additional 1oca1 elthaust vent1lat1on provided by an ellhaust ple'111111 below a perforated deck -..1th an
face velocity of 150 fpm and a1r- flow of 70 cf.,,

aver~ge

i' Additional local exhaust ventilation pT"Ov1ded by an exhaust plenum betireen perfor-ated deck along the
fr'Clnt •dge of the bench w1th an a.verage face ve1oc:1ty of 180 tfm and 1tr flow rite of 50 cfm.
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Monitoring Results
Three chemical substances were monitored at wet chemical
stations during the survey of the Falrehild integrated circuit
fabr1cation

fac1l1ty~

nitric acid4

Personal

hydrofluoric acid, sulfuric acid, and
sa.~pling

methods were used to mon1tor for

hydrofluoric and sulfuric acids.

monitori~g

Area

was conducted

only on wet chemical stations where nitric acld was used.

The

area source mcn1torln9 for nitric acid was performed both 1ns1de
and outside of the hooded acid baths in an attempt to estimate
the hood efficier.cy of the wet chemical

station~

Table 4 presents the results of the personal $atr,pl1ng tor

both hydrofluoric and sulfurtc acid.
wor~ers

for exposure to hydrofluoric and sulfuric acids was
f~ur

conducted on
ac~d

Personal :tnor.itorlnq of

employees.

Personal samples for hydrofluoric

were taken on a worker involved in wafer

e~ch1n9

and on a

chemical handler.
Two

o~

the nitric acid samples

w~re

taken just inside the

plastic shleld located on the hooded wet chemical station and two
samples were taken outSlde the plastic shield.

The resu!ts of

the area sampling effort to detect nitric acid concentrations

proved unsuccessful because all of the analyse$ showed n1tric
acid to be below the detection limit (500 µq) of the NIOSH Reference Method

tS319l~

work Practices
'l'he jobs of the two worl<ers {the operator and the chemical

handler) monitoted for exposure to hydrofluoric

••

~oid

are markedly

TABLE 4. SUl1HARY Of PERSONAL MONITORING FOR HYDROFLUORIC ANO SULFURIC ACIOS AT
-------------.::;..~----

Chem1cal agent

method

Hydrofluor1c ac1d

PersoMl

Job de5ocr1pt1on

Wafer etch1ng

d1.>rat<ofl

Measured
concentration

average
ccr.centrat 1on

(t,:m1n)

(l Tters}

{1.19/111'}

(µg/rn')

65.7
47.7
64.7

!9.8

1.02
I :01

Cllem1cat handltng

Photores1st etl.::htng

204.0

1470

l.29

213.6

<84t

1:38

199.9
219.5

<9tY

181.6

<99'

~:::::--..

11m1t of I8 pg.

!
!•
I

9.3

1:25

..

• Measured concentration detenrnned as (sample - f1ei,d bfank)/sawple vo1ume.

+ Arialyt1cal results bel0¥1 detection

I

1:01

2: ll
1.29

-

14. 7

71.4
62.0
64.0

1:06

0:59
Personal

T t111e-we191lted

Sample
vol we

Samp1e

0.45

-·

CHEMICAL STATIONS

---~

Mon1tor1ng

Sulfur1c a:Cld

~ET

I

14.6

ZJi.6

12.9
lZ.5

17 .6

0.09

<64f-

o.o

di.f ferent~

The1r exposures represent both controlled and unconT3.e operator ittvolved in wafer etching

trolled situatior.s.

S?ends only a small portion of the

~orkday

stati.on (estimated by the operator to be 20

at the wet chemical
percent}~

'I'he reraa1n-

der of this l.t\d1v-idual's time 1s spent at stations opposite the
wet chemical station.

'l'he work. performed at tl':.e wet cherr.:i.cal.

$t.ltion consists of loadinq and unloading wafer cassettes from
etching and deionized water baths.

The chemical handler spends a portion of time at the chemical
wet stations (estimated by the operator to be 50 percent) and the
othe~

half is S?ent

storage.

transferr~~q

acid containers to

a~d

from

The chemical handler loads or replenishes etchant baths

witr. ac1d, an activity

~hat

often involves tasks {i.e., pouring}

that require reachin9 inside the hooded wet station.

This work

actJ.vity has the po.:ent:ial to disrupt air :flow to the exhaust

-

slots and to cause some release of acid fumes to thQ workplace
air.
Two photoresist etchinq workers were monitored for exposure

to sulfuric acid.

The photoresist etching is P'irformed in the

photolithoqraphy tunnels as part of the wet chemical operation.
The diagrams presented in Figure 4 smmnarize these work act1vities.
DIFFUSION FURNACE

furn~ces

Diffusion
used for

ASSEMB~IES

operatinq at atmosphe=ic pressure are

l) thermal oxidation of the wafers; and 2) doping of

wa!ers, which

.r-.volves the use of boron tr1chlor1de, phosphorus

i.
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f1gure 4.

Pictorial d1a9ram of work act1v1t1es and location of

personal Ul)n1tors during wet chem1cal operations.
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'

tribrornide, phosphorus oxychloride, antimony trioxide, boron
nitride, arsine, and diborane.

The diffusion furnace assemblies

consist of a furnace cabinet containing the furnace tubes and
heating elements, a clean station where wafers are manually or
automatically loaded into the furnace, a source cabinet, and a
control console.
local exhaust.

The source cabinet is enclosed and vented by a
A ventilated scavenqer box positioned at the

furnace tube end provides control of gas and particulate emissions from the tube opening.
closed and ventilated.

The furnace cabinet is also en-

Several variations of this basic diffu-

sion furnace design that were observed throughout Fairchild's

facility are described in the followinq subsections.

Figure S

presents the basic components of a diffusion furnace and its
associated work stations.
Work Practices
The characteristics of the work activities of furnace operators generally do not change with the type of material being
diffusedi the basic interaction of worker with equipment remains
much the same.

Because of the basic similarities between the

activities of workers at various diffusion furnace assemblies,
these activities are described only once in this section.

The

results of monitoring for various toxic substances around the
diffusion furnace work areas are presented later in this report
under specific subtitles.
During the in-depth survey it was noted that one worker was
responsible for a single bank of diffusion furnaces (i.e., four

so

'

·-

DD
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'

diffusion

tubes}~

In some

worker was performing tasks
furnace tubes.

c~ses,

~n

however~

more than one process

the v1c1n1ty of the diffusion

For this ceascn, the sampl1n9 results may reflect

workplace exposures for other workers in the fabrLcation area.
'!'he employee responsl.ble for a bar.k of 61.ffus1on furnaces ,apent a

maJor1ty of the workday at two

pri~~~y

work stations:

l) the

loading station, where wafer boats were leaded in and out of the
tube furnaces; or 2} at the adjacent clean station, where incoming

wafers were removed from caesettes and transferred to boats or
finished wafers were re:rncved from the boats and transferred back
into

casse~tes.

The operators frequently leave these primary

work stations, but only for short periods of time.

Diffusion

fu=nace operators periodically leave the furnace area to obta:i.r.
new quantities of wafers or to transfer

fin~5hed

wafers to a

It was also common to see the worker approach

holding station.

the furnace control panel and make ad)ustrnents.
sent$ a pictorial diagram of a

d~f!us1on

Figure 6 pre-

furnace work area, the

location of work stations, and the placerner.t of both area

a~d

personal monitors.
Three-1nch Diftusion Furnaces
Forty diffusion tubes are arranged in lO

each.

ban..~s

The banks are located parallel to furn4ce

and positioned under vertical

furnace cabinets

a~d

~aminar

flow

H~PA

of 4 tubes

lo~d1ng

filte=s.

stations
The

source cabinet are enclosed in a separate

room, which also cor.tains ventilated gas storage cabinets and a
ventilated

che.m~cal

aink for filling liquid source bubblers.
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.
Access to the room is from the fabrication area through a door
normally kept closed during operation.

~ployees

are not re-

quired to enter the source cabinet room during normal operations.
The results of ventilation measurements taken near the 3inch diffusion furnaces are summarized in Table 5.
HEPA filters located over the furnace tube openings provide
a clean air curtain that prevents particulates from settling on
the

wafers~

The HEPA filter air flow varied from low velocities

fapproxi.rnately 4 £pm> at one station to high velocities (approximately 84 fpm) at another station.

Average volumetric flow rates

for the HEPA filters ranged around 1010 cfm.

During the in-depth survey, it was noted that some diffusion
processes require the operator to pull the wafer carriers from
the furnace quickly.

During this quick pull operation, tube

furnace gases may escape or be emitted from the wafers.

When

this occurs, the air flow from the HePA filters may contribute to
the dispersion of doping agents into the surrounding workplace

Access to each furnace tu.be is through a vented scavenger
box.

A stainless steel door ls present on the £rant of each

scavenger box at the 3-inch assemblies.

Th~s

door is usually

closed during operation, and the closeC box forms a trap that
contains and removes air escaping from the furnace tu.be.

The

door proviaes a loose seal, which allows outside air to bleed
into the scavenger box.

A bleed-in is also provided through a
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TABLE 5.

SUMMARY Of

VENTILATIOr~

MEASUREMENTS TAKEN AT 3-INCH DIFFUSION FURNACES

Jill f1 I ter
Average
velocity

J-1nch Diffusion
Furnates 1 and 2

"'

(fpm)

flow
(cfm)

84

1010

~a_.!!fil!_9 r

Average
velocity
{fpm)

'"

200
500
430

160
360

2so.

Ml!

_sguJ'.~b1net

'"

flw
(cfm)

12
13

Average
velocity
( fp111)

1520

'"

fl~

(cfm)

Agent(s)

130

AsH

t

t

B2H6' H2, Nz, 02

t

t

Per , POC1 , N ,
3 2
3
H2' 02

3

"

28
IO

2J

"

500

55

260
280
260
300
350

17
19
17
2J

510

33

460

30

160

11

2"1

32

•60
420
390
310

60
55

J-lnch Diffusion
Fum.ices J ilnd 4

3-tnch Diffusion

Furnaces 9 and 10

'

+
t

40

•

.,.'"
370

• Measurement

2Q

51

40
70
54

.

obtained at duct tak~ff f1'Clm scaven!Jer box Measurements at the scavenger surface indicated
a velocity of 124 fpm and an estimated air flthll of 82 cfm
t Measurements Wl!re not ta~en
•Additional exhausts lntlud~ 380 cfm (1012 fpm) and 430 cfm (1138 fpm) fro111 t1o10 slots ln the furnace

'

•

double panel in the door, which allows air to enter via an effective area of 0.04 to 0.07 ft 2 • Estimates of air flow rates
through the bleed-in range from 6 to 37 cfm, with air velocities
of 160 to 530 fpm, respectively.
Open-faced hoods (10 in. x 5 in.) are often located at the

base of the

f~rnace

tube-loading stations.

The open-face hoods

are used to control chloride emissions from furnace end caps when
the furnace is using phosphorus oxychloride as a doping agent.
The end caps are removed from the tubes and placed in front of
the hoods.

Although not presented in

~able

5, average face

velocities of the hoods were measured at 1010 to 1140 fpm, with
estimated volumetric air flow rates of J80 to 430 cfrn.
Two diffusion furnace stacks containing four tubes each are
used for diffusion with boron trichloride.

The boron trichloride

is supplied from lecture bottles that are stored adJacent to the
unit in a partially enclosed, ventilated cabinet located
the diffusion furnace stacks.

The cabinet

contai~s

~etween

gas supply

lines, regulator assemblies, and floor controllers for the diffus1on furnaces.

It is vented by two 4-inch diameter ducts.

Air

velocities of 3200 and 1710 fpm measured at the duct openings
resulted in an estimated volumetric air flow rate of 2BO and 150
cfm, respectively.

The source cabinet at the rear of each tUbe

bank is enclosed and vented by a 4-inch diameter duct.

The

average velocity measured at one cabinet was 2790 fpm, which
resulted in an estimated flow rate of 240 cfm.
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The front end of the furnace, which 1ncludes the control
panel display and wafer loading station, is located in the clean
room fabrication area.

Access to the rear of the control panel,

the lecture bottles, and the source cabinet is located in a
separate room.
Antimony Diffusion Furnace
The layout of the antimony diffusion furnace differs slightly
from the furnaces Just described.

The primary difference is in

the design of the source cabinet.

A small source furnace is con-

nected to each of the larger tube furnaces.

Antimony trioxide is

loaded onto a hand-held small paddle .at the loading station
before being transferred into the source furnace.

The antimony

diffusion furnaces are combined in banks of three tubes.

Access

to each tube was possible through loading stations at the rear of
the assembly.

A clear plastic door (27 in. x 41 in.) is opened

when measured dopant has to be added to the source furnace.

The

paddle is used to introduce the powdered antimony trioxide into
the source furnace, which is located in an enclosed, ventilated
source cabinet.

Access to the source furnace is through a loading

station at the back of the diffusion furnace assembly.

The

source furnace work station is ventilated by a 17 in. by 15 in.
duct.

The duct opening, which is directly parallel to the working

surface, provides the source cabinet with general exhaust

vent~

lation.
The ventilation characteristics of two source cabinet loading
stations were assessed.

The face velocity at one loading station
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was 81 fpm and the estimated volumetric air flow rate was 620
The air velocity at the face of the work surface slot

cfm.

exhaust was 490 fpm and the estimated volumetric air flow rate
was 140 cfm.

The face velocity at the second loading station was

47 fpm and the estimated flow rate was 360 cfm.

The air velocity

at the face of the second slot exhaust was 567 fpm and the estimated flow rate was 160 cfm.

The low face velocity and flow

r~te

of the second loading station were due to a less-than-effective
enclosure of the source cabinet, which resulted in leakage of air
into the system.
As in the case of all diffusion furnaces, wafers are loaded
into the furnace tube opening opposite the source cabinet.

These

forward furnace tube openings are also ventilated by scavenger
boxes,

The scavenger boxes act as exhaust plenums with two

exhaust takeoffs,

One takeoff is permanently open. and the other

is automatically opened wheneve,r the furnace access door is
opened.

At one furnace tube, air velocity at the face of the

scavenger box with the door open was 123 fpm and the estimated
flow rate was 65 cfm.

When the access door is closed, air enters

the scavenger box through a circular slot in the door.

The

average air velocity measurements taken from five furnace tubes
on_which the doors of the scavenger boxes were closed ranged from
60 to 131 fpm and estimated flow rates ranged from only 2 to 5
cfm.
It is believed that the scavenger box face velocities can be
affected by the air movements from the vertical laminar flow HEPA
filter located over the loading station.
SB

The air velocity measured

•

th~

at the face cf one of

two HEPA f1ltQrs was 124 fpm and the

est1mated air flow rate was 1330 cfm.

~he

values were 111 fpm

and art estimated air flow of 1190 cfm on the

other~

Vent1lat1on

measurements taken at an antimony d1ffU$lon furnace bank are
summarized in Table 6.
Fcur-tnch Diffusion Furnaces

The 4-incr. diffusion furr.aces do not vary greatly from
3-1nch furnaces in terms of assembly layout.
exist in the enclosure

character1s~1cs

net (one with a maze of lines), source
tubes; however, these d1f!erent

Some differences

of the gas "Jun9le" cabicab~r.et~

conf19~rat1ons

or the furnace
do not appear to

affect the function of the exhaust vent1lat1on systems.

As a

rule the 4-1nch furnace assernb!ies are des1gned to have higher
scaven9er box and source cabinet

exhau~~

flow rates than either

the 3-inch or antimony d1ffus1on furnaces.

One s19n1f1cant

difference associated with scme of the 4-inch furnaces is the
absence of a door on the scavenger box.
ments

~or

the 4-inch

diff~eicn

The

venLila~1on

measure-

furnaces are presented in Table 7.

Monltoring Results
The

war~

areas assoe1ated with the diffusion furnace opera-

tions were monitored for d1borane, arsine, arsenic trioxide, and
antimony.

T~e

selection of a monitor109 technique {personal

versus area) to be used at a particular furnace assembly during
the ln-depth survey was lnfluenced greatly by pxactical consideratlons.

Hor~zontal

locating area monitors.

surfaces were not always avallable for
In many cases, locating sarnplin9 pumps
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TABLE 6. SUMMARY OF VEllTILATJON MEASUREMENTS TAKEN AT AN ANTIMONV OIFFUSION FURNACE
HEPA f11 ter

Scaven~r

Veloc1ty

flow

Furrw.ce type

(fpm)

(cfm)

Velocity
(fpm)

Anti!!'Ony d1ffus1on furfiace

124

1330

60,•

(elm)

• Do.or closed.
t

--

1190
..•

Source _ bi net
\lelo<:1ty
flow
(cfm)
(lpm)

Agent(s)

,

41 face
567 slot
4£ rear

360
160
140

Sb 1o3

60•

2

74 •

81 face
490 slot
103 back

610

7
3

Sb103

so.

2

3

131

Ill

box

Flow

l23t

--------

140

340

Ouor open.
•

"'0

TABLE 7. SUHllARY OF VENTILATION MEASUREMENTS OH 4-INCH OltFUSlON FURNACES

----

four~inch

diffus1on

furnace

Bank O
Bank C

··-

ttEPA f1 l ter
Velocity flow
(fpm}
(cfm}

184
178

3030
2930

Sc:aven~r

Velocity
(fpm)

78•

43 •
175•

!?6 •

•

330
300 •

box

Flow

(fpm)

(elm)

Agent(s)

43

t

•

H2, Nz, 02

24

t

90

t

71

I

185

3000

.
.

l6B

2675

130

.......

• Measurements

Source cabinet

Velocity

Flow
(cfm}

taken w1tll furnace: tube 1fJading er.d doors open.
t Measurement not tdten.

H2• N2~ Oz
BN. H2 , N2 , 02
BN) H , N , o
2
2
2

82H6, H2,

"z·

02

9zH6 • tt2 t H?~ 02

•

near the furnace tUbe areas would have interfered with normal
wo~k

act1vlt1es,

It was often p0$61ble to accomplish personal

sampling with less disturbance to

t~e

work

act1v1~1es.

Oihorane-Personal sampling was conducted on an employee responsible
for both 3- and 4-inch diffusion

fu~naces.

Area monitoring was

conducted both at 3-inch furnaces equipped with scavenger box
doors and 4-inch diffusion furnaces without doors.
set at distances

o~

12 and

~4 i~che$

tnch furnace scavenger box openings.

Samplers were

from the opening

o~

A single sample was

the 3ta~en

at a distance of 10 feet from the 4-inch diffusion furnace.

The

results of the sampling and analysis of \iiQrker exposure to d1borane are presented in Table 8.
Arsenic Tr1oxlde-'l'Wo personal samples were taken on an

e~ployee

~esponsible

for the operation of a bank o! 3-inch dlffusion furnaces using
arsine gas as a dopant.

In addition to the personal samples,

area monitoring was conducted on four occasions at a stationary

location 24
boxes.

inc~es

from the opening of the furnace scavenger

The results of both the persor.al and area monitoring are

presented in Table 9.

Arsenic trioxide concentrations on all the

filter samples proved to be below the
0.035

~g.
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~in1mal

detection limit of

TABLE 8.

SUMMA~Y

OF PERSOlll\L AND AREA MONlTORl!IG FOR OIBOBANE

. ..
Mon1tor1ng
method

Persona 1

AN!•

Job description
or location of mnitor

-···

Satr.ple
duratiQn
(hr:m1n}

Sample

volttne

(liters)

Measured
T1ne-we1ghted average
concentrat1on
concentration
( µg/mJ }*
( µ9/m'l

loading. unloading of 3- and 4-inch , 2!09
2;46
d1borane dtffusion furnaces

140.6
180,9

32.1

Loading, un1oad1n9 of 3- and 4-tnch
d1borane d1ffuston furances

2:01
2:48

183. l

131.9

<l .9t
<1.4+

12 inches from opening of 3-inch
dlborane d1ftus1on furnace

1:00
2:12
3:16

66.6
132.0
196.0

147. I
30.3
13.8

1:14

82. I

82.0

10 feet from opening of

dlborane diffuslon

• Measured

....

4~1nch
f~rnace

<l .4+

------

concentration determined as (sample - field blank)/sarnple volume.
t Analytica1 results were below the detectfon limit of 0.25 ug.

14.4

•

39,9

'

------

..

_.

•

'

TABLE 9.

SUMMARY OF PERSO.«L ANO AREA '10N!TORJN& FOR ARSENIC TRIOXIOE
......

durat1on

or locat1on of monitor

(hr:m1nj

Semple
Yotume
(1 Hers)

OperattGn of 3-1nch dtffus1on

6:01

716.8

Samp1 e

lllon1tor1ng
method
Personal

Job descr1ption

furnace

Area

"'

6:01

14 1nches from open1n9 of 3-1nch

d1ffus1on furnace scavenger box

-------·---

--··-----

Heasured

T1me we1ghted overage

concentratlol

3£2.0

(µ3/m•)*

<o.os+

<0,1{)~

7: 13

883.3

<0.04

6:51

845. 7

6:45

767.5

<0,04.i
<0,{]5

w

concentrat1on

t Analyt1cal results

deter~1ned

as (sample -

fi~1d waste)/s~mple

wer~ below the detect1on l1mit -0f 0.0JS µg.

volume,

concentration

(oglw')

I
l

••

II
•

• Measured

-

--------

<0.06

'

Anti::nony-Three personal samples were taken on an employee responsible
for the operation of an antimony diffusion furnace.
locat1o~s

sa::nples were taken at
furnace tube banks.
mon~toring

Two area

midway between the two diffusion

The results of both the pe:rscnal

are presented in Table 10.

a~d

area

AntJJ'.ltony concentrations on

all the filter samples were below the minimal detection limit of

!ON

!~PLANTATION

Two 1!'.aJo:r types of ion implanter& are commonly used w.tthin

the electronics industry:
typa

~niplanters.

types.

cassette-tyj?e 1mplanters and pallet-

?1qure 7 present& a basic 1llustrat1on of both

Although Fairchild has both types of implar.ters, only the

pallet-type implanter was operating

d~ring

the survey.
~on

Scheduled preventive maintenance of the

lll'l.plantation

unit includes periodic cleaning of the ion source, changing of
the beam manipulator, and periodic replacement
oils.

~he

ma~ntained

~f

the vacuum pump

ion source is located withtn a sealed source chamber
at pressures below

atmosph~ric.

When it

~s

necessary

to access the ion source, the chaml:;)er is pur9ed and backfilled to
at."UOspheric pressure before it is opened.
chamber is vented by a duct located above

During the
t~e

openi..~g

ion source,

average face velocity at the duct was 1500 fpm, ar.d the
air flow was 120 cfm.

the

The

est~rnated

Dur1n9 :naintenance, the ion source is

removed

an~

taken to a laboratory-type, ventilated

bench.

This stainless steel benc~ has an open face of 7.42 !t
64

clea:r:~ng

2

.

'
TABLE 10. SUMMARY OF PERSONAL ANO AREA

Mon1t11r111g
methnd

Persona 1

Area

Job

descript~on

or lQCat1on

of

mon1tor

MO~lTORlNG

Sa~1e

S~ie

c!urat1on
{hr:m1n)

volume
{l1tersl

FOR AKTIMONV

tiieasured
concentration

[µg/m')*

6:00
7: 13

88). 3

+
<1Z.6t
-::2~. 9t
<10 2

Over control panel between d1ff1 6:51
6:45
s1on tube banks

845. 7
707. 5

< 10 6t
<11 7

D1ffus1on furnace operat1on

6:02

716.8
362.0

*Measured concentrat1on detennined as (sam~le ~ field blank)/sanp1E volume.

+ Ana1yt1cal result~ were below the detection llmit of 9.0 ~g.

-

T1me-we19hted average
c:oncentra ti on
(µg/m')

<11.2

'

'
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r1gure 7.

Casse~ta¥

and pallet-type 1on
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1mp1anters~

.

.,

·-

(44.5 in. x 24 in.) and is vented by a slot located at the rear
of the bench.

The average face velocity of the bench was 172

fpm, and the estimated air flow was 1280 cfm.

The slot face

velocity was 1463 fpm, and the estimated air flow was 1490 cfrn.
Gases used for ion implantation are stored in a ventilated

gas cabinet located w1th1n a lead-lined cabinet that encloses the
ion source and gas cabinet.

6.5-inch duct.

The qas cabinet is vented by a

Average velocity measured at the duct face was

2680 fpm and the estimated air flow was 570 cfm.
were taken with the cabinet door open,

Measurements

The door, which is normally

closed, does not provide air intake vents or slots to facilitate
the movement of air into the cabinet.
Monitoring Results
R~diation

film badges were used to rnooitor X-radiation

emissions from high energy sources within the ion implanter.

A

Geiger-Muller survey meter with a thin window probe was used to
identify "hot spots" or areas of X-ray emission above background.
After the detection of "hot spots

r

M

radiation dosimetry badges

were placed at the location of the emission.
in place for a period of 37 days.

The badges remained

The results of the monitoring

for X-radiation are presented in Table 11.
Arsine and arsenic trioxide emissions were monitored during
the normal operation of the equipment and during specific maintenance activities.

Personal monitors were placed on one worker

during the operation of an ion l..ITlplanter that incorporated a
pallet-type wafer-loading station-
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An area source monitor was

"ABLE 11.

Equipment type
Var;an 80-10

RESULTS OF MONITORlhG FOR X-RAO!ATlON FROM ION

!MFLA~TERS

Total

l<ieekly

dose (mrerns) dose {rnrems)

Locat1cn of badge
Wafer loading station

Neg.t

-

.Bea,'Tl l!t'lndow

~eg!

-

(work

env1ronme~t}

(interior of equil)l'M!:nt)
Inside shie7d1ng arourtd

1on

140

26

70

13

sou~e

('interior of 1Jqu1prnent)

.
Var1ar Df'-4

Outs1de 5q1eld1ng around
ion sour:e
(work environment)
Wafer load1ng station

Ne;;. t

Observation lrllrdow on

Ne9. t

(work env1rcnment}

shielded source cab1net
near control panei

(work enviro~me~t}
Inside sh1eld1ng around

lOn source
(interior of equipment)

• week1y

dose • total dose x 7d/J7d,

t Less than the deter;:t1on l1mit of 10 mrems.
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also located in the area of the work station where the wafers

were being transferred from cassettes to individual po61t1ons on
the pallet.

The results of this sampling effort are presented in

Table 12.
In addition to the monitoring of work exposures during
normal operation of the ion implanter, three types of maintenance
act1v1t1es associated with this equipment were monitored for
exposure to arsine.

An area sample was taken above the ion

source in the open source chamber during removal of the ion
source unit.

This sample was taken from a relatively small,

confined space in front of the worker.

Although the concentra-

tion measured undoubtedly contributes to the workers' area exposure, the magnitude of the workers' actual exposure can only be
•
~nferred from these results.
A similar area sample was taken in the shielded cabinet over
the receptacle for the beam manipulator, and these results are
also presented in Table 12.

As in the case of the ion source,

concentrations monitored during the removal of the receptacle
reflect neither a personal nor area concentration, but they do
indicate the general severity of the exposure problem.
Sampling for arsenic trioxide was performed at a laboratory
hood used for cleaning the ion source apparatus.

The results of

the sampling for arsenic trioxide are presented in Table 12.
Work Practices
Although the work characteristics and practices of ion
implantation workers do not vary greatly with the type of dopant
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TABLE 12. SUliMARY Of PERSONAL AHO AREA MONITORING FOR ARSENIC (as ars1ne gas)

Mon1tor1ng
method
Persona 1
Area

• Measured

Job description
or locat1on of monitor

Sample
Sample
dtJration volume
(h:min) (liters)

Measured
concentrat ton
(µg/ml }*

T1me-we1 ghted
average
cuncentrat ion

{µg/m')

Loading station wafers from ion
implanter

1:40
2:31

14.6
22.1

<2.4nt
1.85

1.11

Opening at loading station of
ion implanter

2 :25
4:45

14.9
29.4

1.27
<1. 19+

0.43

Sampl1ng at manipulator

2:00

28.8

14,361.0

Not

appl1cable

Sampling above ion source

0:53

21. 7

51.2

Not

applicable

Opening of laboratory hood used
for 1on source cleaning

7:27

916.4

<0.04t

concentration detenntned as (sample - field blank)/sample volume.

t Analytical results were below the detection limit of 0.035 µg.

<O 04

being used, employees' work practices are affected by the physical
state of the dopant source.
or solid states.

Sources can be in gaseous, liquid,

Because of the potential for release and disper-

sion into the work environment, gaseous and liquid sources present
the greatest hazard to workers.

Work practices around gaseous

and liquid sources are more regimented, and specific precautions
must be taken before certain tasks are performed.

These regulated

tasks are associated with the maintenance of the ion implanter
and the changing of source material.
The work practices can be divided into two categories:
operational and maintenance.

Operational work practices consist

of equipment startup, operation, and shutdown.

The transfer of

wafers to and from the wafer load-in station is an example of an
operational work practice.

Figure S depicts work practices for

implanters with two types of load-in stations--cassette-type
load-in stations and pallet-type stations.

In the cassette-type

station, the operator must load and remove a cassette of 25
wafers; in pallet-type stations, the operator manually places SO
individual wafers on two circular holders or pallets . .
Maintenance or source change activities are often performed
by the equipment operators or engineers responsible for the ion
implantation portion of the process.

Maintenance activities

include changing of the source, replacement of pump oils, and
general mechanical repairs.

For source changes a worker must

wear either a self-contained breathing apparatus or a full-face
air-line respirator.

An ancillary maintenance activity not
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presented in Figure 8 involves the breakdown and bead-blasting of

the ion source removed from the implanter.

This activity

requires the worker to transfer the ion source to a container or

glove box for transport to an enclosed bead-blasting operation.
The transfer is performed in the v1c1n1ty of the ion implanter
under protection of a supplied-air respirator.
RADIO-FREQUENCY RADIATION SOURCES
Radio-frequency (RF) radiation is used in the following
process operations:

ll plasma etch1n9/ash1ng, 2) radio-frequency

sputtering, 3) plasma-enhanced chemical vapor depos1t1on, and
4) direct current (DC) sputtering (metall1zat1on),

The RF mon1tor-

1ng results obtained during this survey are presented in Table

13.
The batch processes dedicated to plasma etching/ashing
operations use 13.56-MHz RF sources at 200 to 800 watts.

The RF

sources for plasma etching are operated intermittently for 5 to

65 minutes, depending on the equipment and process requirements.
Radio-frequency sputtering is performed in both batch and
continuous processes.

The batch operations use 13.56-MHz RF

sources at 350 to 1500 watts.
13.56 MHz RF sources at

~50

TQe continuous operations use

watts.

The RF power sources used in

batch sputtering operate continuously.

In the continuous RF

sputtering process, the RF source is on for 30 seconds during
each 70-second cycle, and the cycle is repeated continuously over
the entire period that the equipment operates.
Radio-frequency radiation is also used during the plasma
etching step in the DC sputterinq process.
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The system operates

TAl!Lf 13. SUMMARY OF RADIO-FREQUENCY RADIATION EMISSIONS FROM RF SOURCES
USEO IN THE MANUFACTURING OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
···-·----

Operat tng

Equipment manufacturer
nnd model

Frequency

LFE Corp.

power
(watts)

T

IT
I

Maximum
duration of
Rf em1ssfons

Maximum

electr1c f1eld
(V'tm')

.........,.,.

Maximum
ma9net1c f1eld

(A'!m')

16.9 mln

500

0.04

300

6.0 a!\d 5.2 m1n

400

0.01

13.56 MHl

500

65 m1't!

soo

0.02

lFE Corp. POS 504

13.56 MHz

520

65 ttilO

None

0.05

LFE Corp. POS 504

13.56 MHz

550

25 mln

None

0.05

LFE Corp. POS 504

13.56 MH1

500

2& mifi

None

0.05

Lte Corp. POS 504

13.56 l<!lz

500

45 m1n

None

0.07

LFE Corp. POS 504

13.56 MHz

500

45 m1n

303

0.03

LFE Corp. PDS 504

13.56 MHz

500

75 mtn

None

0.07

LFE Corp. POS 504

13.56 lillz

500

20 min

200

0.06

ltE Corp, System 8000

13.56 MHz

100

5 mint

500

0.05

lFE Corp-. System 8000

13.56 Mltz

100

5 mint

1000

0.03

ASM Amert ca, Inc.
M1con Ill

450 <Hz

300

100 m1n

None

•

IJ.55 Hflz

200 and 400

13,56 MHz

lFE Corp. PllS 504

PFS/PDS/POE I002
LFE Corp.

PfS/l'flS/P!lE 1002

(conttnued)

TASL( 13 (cont1noed)

·········-

-···-

Operating

Max1m11m

fl\aK lmtiMI

duration of
R.f et\ilSS 10!1.S.

Max 1mun1

Equipment manufacturer
and modei

Frequency

ASM Amer1ca, Irie.
M1con Ill

450 kHz

400

Orytelt, Jnc. Model 100*

13.56 Miiz

050

ContinuoJS.

Varian Assoc1at~s, 1nc:.
Model 3180

13.56 Hilz

250

160 ser:t

None

None

13.56 Milz

250

160 sect

300

None

Perkin Elmer PE 3400

13.56 Hilz

350

5 m1nt

400

0.01

Perk1n Elmer PE 3400

n.56 MHz

500

5 m1n'

500

0.05

Peri1n Elmer PE 4400 •

13.56 HHi

1500

tiert:1n Elmer PE 4400•

13. 56 MHz

Perk1n Elmer PE 4400
Perktn Elmer P£ 4410 •

powor

(watts)

100

Varian Assoc1ates, Inc.
Model 3 180

't'illi

electric field

(V'/m')
400o'

soo'

,

.

rr;agnet1c field
(~'Im')

t
0, 37,;

22.4 min

2500

9.2

1500

l .5 min

..

62000

7.2

13.56 MHz

!000

1.5 m1n**

1500

tt

13.56 MHz

1500

2'6.4 m1n

2500

25.0

-···

* So1.1rce has

potent1al to cause an exposure 1n excess of the AtGlli TLV for rr;agnet1c field strengths at

13 56 Mill.
t Ma~1mum durat1on of operation dur1ng any 6 minute per1od.

* Probe cannot measure magnet1~ f1e1ds at 4SO kHz
1 Measurements w1th access doors open .

••

tt

Radio

used i~ plasma etch step of OC sputter1ng OJ).erat1on.
~easurewents not obta1ned.
frequen~y

''

with a 13.65-MHz RF source at 1500 watts for 1.5 minutes during a
17-minute process cycle.
Radio-frequency radiation emissions (magnetic and electric
fields) were found along the seams of ad]oining metal plates or
mesh screens that form the cabinet enclosure, through openings in
the cabinet enclosure (the result of missing screws) , and around
the cabinet's cable access ports.

Initial measurements of these

emissions or leakage were made at 10 cm (6 inches) from the
enclosure cabinets.

Once elevated RF measurements were identi-

fied, additional measurements were made at greater distances froro
the emission source. A level of 0.26 A2 Jm 2 ~magnetic field was
noted at 30 cm (12 inches) from one RF sputtering system, which
decreased to below the detection level at 61 cm (24 inches) .
This leakage, which was measured in front of the operator 1 s
viewing port, appeared to be due to a screw missing from the
cabinet assembly and not from leakage through the

port.
The RF radiation measured at the screw holes was 7.0 A2 tm 2 when
gla~s

the process equipment was operating in the bias sputtering mode
and 3.2 A2 Jm 2 when it was operating in the etching mode. The
difference in measured RF emissions is due to the application of
a portion of the

ele~trical

supporting the wafers.

energy from the cathode to the anode

The operator may be exposed to either of

these levels for only brief periods (!l minute) while observing
the operation through the viewing port.
The automation of the process equipment results in limited
operator exposure to RF radiation.
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Operators are required to

,

. ,.

•

•

load wafers or cassettes into the process equipment.

The opera-

tor then initiates the operation by dial or push-button control
and may remain at the equipment for short periods (-1 minute) to

observe the operation with the RF power on.

The operator is at

other work stations in the area during the rest of the process

cycle.
Plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition is performed as a
batch operation, which uses a 450-kHz RF source at power levels
of 300 to 400 watts, and as a continuous cassette-to-cassette
operation, which uses a 13.56-MHz RF source at 100 watts.

The RF

source in the batch operation is on 24 to 27 minutes for deposition and 100 minutes during a process etch cycle that is performed
once every 10 runs.

During the continuous process operation

mode, the RF source is on for 115 seconds during a 145-second
cycle.

GAS HANDLING SYSTEM
Toxic, corrosive, pyrophoric, and flammable process gases
are supplied in cylinders, which are stored in ventilated gas
cabinets.

The cabinets contain two to four cylinders, secured by
The gas piping system (see Figure 9) for each cylinder

straps.

is mounted above the cylinders.

The cabinets are vented by 4 to

8 inch diameter galvanized steel ducts that exit the top of the
cabinets.

The cabinets used at this facility generally are not

equipped with air supply vents.

Table 14 summarizes the average

velocity and estimated volumetric air flow for each gas cabinet
duct.

E9t1mated average air velocities ranged from 930 to 3130
77
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TO PROCESS
EQUIPMENT

TO EXHAUST
VENT

FROM HOUSE
MITROGEN

-

PROCESS
GAS

~ MANUAL

-

SHUT-OFF VALVES

~

-lNJ- RELIEF VALVES
Figure 9.

-

N

CHECK VALVES
REGULATOR

Gas c:l1str1but1on system.
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TABLE 14, SUMMARY OF AIR FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF VENTILATED GAS
CYLINDER STORAGE CABINETS
Average
velocity,•
fpm

Volumetric
flow rate,
cfm

6

1980

390

NzO

6

3060

600

CF 10
4 2

5

2700

370

B2H6

6

3130

620

NH

6

2880

570

S1H 4

6

2010

390

PH , S1H
3
4

6

1510

300

AsH 3

8

1460

510

B2H6

6

2980

590

6

930

6

2800

550

6

2480

490

6

2480

350t

BCl ~ control
ca 1 net

4

3200

280

BCl~, control
ca 1 net

4

1710

150

H210 2 source lab

4

3380

300

AsH

4

1520

130

Duct d1ameter,

inches

Gas
S1H

4

4

HCl , AsH
HCl, AsH
HCl , AsH
AsH

3
3

3

3

3

source lab

lBOt

*Average velocity deten1nned with access doors open, using a thermal
anemometer. Three to five traverse points were taken to deterrrnne the
average va 1 ue.
+ Damper partially closed.
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feet per minute, which result :.1.n estimated air volUmetric flows
of lSO to 620 cubic feet par

m~nute.

The lowest velocities and

vol«.me.tric flow rates were from 9'as cabinets that had partially

closed

Campa~&

in the ventilation ducts.

GAS DISTRIBUTION

SYST~

A general diagram of the gas piping system used at

cility is presented

Figure 9.

1~

~his

fa-

A regulator assembly is attached

to the process gas cylinder, and a nitrogen purge line enters the
assembly JUSt prior to the regulator.

Gas is

dis~ributed

from

the regulato~ through a SwagelokR flexible hose to 3/16-inch
stainless steel line.

•

The final control of the process gas

to where the stainless steel lines connect to

occurs Just

pr~or

the process

equipmen~~

Gas from the cylinders is

control~ed a~

~he process equipment through a manually controlled WhiteyR
valve.

The stainless steel line is protected fram overpres-

sur1zat1on by a relief valve that ext.austs to a 3/3-inch stainless steel vent.

A second Wh1teyR valve allows qas to exhaust

from the system to a 3/S-inch stainless steel vent.
House nitrogen is used as a purqe

uted through

J/B~tnch

gas~

The gas is di4tr1b-

copper or stainless steel lines, and it

.

passes through a nitrogen regulator, a Whitey

a

valve, and two

check valves before it enters the process gas system in front of
the process gas regulator.
A variation of the above system included the use of mp19-

tai:s• in place of the flexible

hose~

~

"pig-te11• is a circular

co1! of stainless steel line that gives the system some deiree of
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structural flexibility in the connecting or disconnecting of gas
cylinders.

Air-operated valves may he used 1n place of manual

shutoff valves to switch the gas supply from an empty to a full
cylinder.

Cylinders may contain 11quif1ed pressure.

Any gas in

the exhaust vents is released directly to the external plant
atmosphere.
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CONCLUSIONS
The results of the in-depth survey lead to the follow1ng
~onclusions, ~r.ich

correspond to each

wo~k

act1v1ty or process

operation discussed in the control technology section of this
report.

CHEMICAL H1t.NDLING
Most cf the chemical-haadling tasks performed at the Fair-

child facility involve the movement of process chetr,i.cals f:rom
storage or holding areas into the circuit fabrication process

area.

Toxic or hazardous 9ases used at Fairchild were trans-

ferred from compressed gas cylinders to process machinery through
a gas handling

system~

This system is an ex.ample 0£ "good•

contemporary eng1neerin9 design.

It incorporates ll exhaQsted

gas cabinets for safe storage of gas cylinders, 2) flow-limat1n9
a~d

emergency shutoff valves, and 3) welded stainless steel lir.es

that contain a minimum of compression fittinqs.

Worker exposures

to leaks and gas releases d'.lring cylinder chan9inq operations are

further controlled through the used air line""lSupplied respirators.
Worlter exposures dur:t.n9 the transfer o:f liquid cherr,icals are
controlled

throu~h

the use of personal protective equipment.

Chemical handlers (chenucal technicians} are provided with personal

protect~ve equip~ent

consisting of lJ chem1cal-res1stant
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aprons, 2) acid- or chemical-resistant gauntlets or gloves, 31
chemical-splash goggles and face shields, and 4) protective
boots.

The overall potential for accidental exposure to liquid

chemicals is further reduced by limiting the supply vessels to
!-gallon containers that are transported from intermediate storage areas to ventilated wet chemical benches in the fabrication
area.

The intermediate storage areas consist of exhausted

cabinets with automatic sprinkler systems,
PROCESS CONTROLS
In most instances it was not possible to assess the effectiveness of more than one control option, either because of the
lack of variation in control solutions at Fairchild or because of
the limits that budgetary considerations imposed on the sampling
effort.

The controls that were observed were assessed in terms

of their effectiveness at reducing or eliminating an exposure
problem,

Although the sampling approach taken during the in-depth

survey was not designed specifically to calculate 8-hour tirneweighted averages, a comparison of such values with recommended
threshold limit values

(TLV's) will provide a guantitative

assessment of process control effectiveness.
Photolithography
Worker exposures to organic substances from photolithographic
operations in both the Type I

(old technology) and the Type II

(new technology) tunnels proved to be less than the TLV's for
these substances (see Tables 1 and 2).

Area monitoring in Type I

tunnels detected acetone, n-butyl acetate, and xylene at levels
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equal to or less than 5 percent of their respective

TLV's~

Although cellosolve acetate, methyl Cellosolve, and methyl ethyl
ketone were used in the process, they were not detected during
the J.n-depth survey.

Hexamethyld:i..sil1zane (for whic·n a I'LV has

not yet been established) was
0.31

pp~.

de~ected

at leve1s between 0.03 and

No personal rnon1tcring was conducted in the Type I

pho~ol1thograph1c

tunnels.

Area and personal monitoring in Type I I tunTiela detected

acetone, n-butyl

aoeta~e,

xylene, and Cellosolve acetate at

levels less than 1 percent of their respective TLV' a.

Hexarr.ethyl-

d1s1lizane, methyl Cellosolve, and methyl ethyl ketor.e

we~e

not

detected :'luring eithet" the area or persorial sa1r.pl1ng.
Although neither photolithoqraph1c operat1ons (Types ! or
II) presented an exposure hazard to the fabrication workers, the

newer process equipment in

th~

type II tunnel (i.e., the

~afer

TrakR System} appears to provide a fivefold redUftion in workplace exposure.
Wet Chemical Stations
Wor~er e~osures

were monitored at the
use a

~1aooratory

to hydrofluoric, sulfuric, and nitr1c acids
w~t ch~ru1cal

type•

c~emical

wafer etching stations, which

bench design.

This type o!

des1gn includes a plastic splash shield, local exhaust slcta
across the rear of the bench, slots around the perlmeter of each
solution

ta~k,

and a perforated deck serviced by an exhau$t

plenum below the work: surface.
e~chin9

The workers involved 10 wafer

at these benches and the chemical handlers responsib:e
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fo: replen1sh1nq the acid tanks were exposed to aerosol levels
representing less than l percent of the TLV 1 s for hydrofluor1c
and sul!·.iric acid (see Table 4).

No nitric acid was detected at

the wet chemical stations where nitric acl.d solutions were used.
Diffusion Furnaces

Dl.ffusion furnace operators and their \.'Ork areas were ir.onl.-

tored for diborane, arsenic trioxide, and antimony.

A maJority

of the diffusion furnace banks studied incorporated the use of
four ver.t1lat1on control measures:

1) ventilation of the enclosed

source cabinets, 2) ventilation of the furnace tube bank and sas
supply line "Jungle,'" 3) ventilated scavenger boxes equipped w:ith
closing doors, and 4) open-faced hoods located at the base of the
furnace tube loading stations.
single

except~on;

The 4-inch furnaces were the

although ventilated, the scavenger boxes on

these furnaces had no doors,
Emissions of boron compounds (possibly diborane) were detected
in personal and area

taken at the 3- and 4-inch diffusion

sa~ples

furnaces using d1borane.

The results of personal samples taken

on furnace operators ranged between zero and 14 percent (14.4
yg/m 3 ) of the diborane TLV~ Ar. area monitor located 12 1nches
from the open1n9 of a

3-~nch

air samples (see Table 8).

furnace was

use~

to collect three

Assuming that the boron compounds

col ::.ected were diborane contents of 2. 7, 4. O, and 9. S ::ig, re spectively, were found in l96, 134, and 67 liters of collected

air~

Another area monitor, located 10 feet from the opening of a
4-inch furnace, collected
sample of

air~

6~8

µg of diborane from an s2-:1ter

The results of the

as

samp~ing

effort ident1f1ed the

potential for the emission of d1borane.

•

The results also sug-

gest that the variation in scavenger box design between the
3-inch and 4-inch furnaces does not affect the level of dopant or
process gases escaping in the workplace.
Scavenger box face veloc1t1es were measured at values as low
as 60 fpm.

It is possible that under some circumstances the

removal of wafer boats combined with the downdraft of air from
overhead HEPA filters could reduce the effectiveness of the
scavenger box exhaust.
A s1m1lar concern arises about air velocities measured at
source cabinets.

Readings as low as 47 fpm were observed on

diffusion furnace source cabinets containing toxic dopants.
Personal and area samples taken at furnaces using arsenic trioxide or antimony dopants failed to detect either arsenic or
•

antimony in the workplace air {see Tables 9 and 10) ,
Ion ?mplantation
Ion implantation operators and maintenance personnel were
monitored for both arsenic (measured as arsine gas) and X-rays •

•

At Fairchild's request, another set of diOorane samples were
analyzed to verify the presence of boron (measured as diborane).
In this second set, all results were below the detection limit
of the method. Although exactly the same process operations
may not have been performed during the second sampling effort
as during the first, no explanation was found for the discrepancy. It is suggested that any person having a particular concern about diborane exposures in the fabrication area should
conduct independent sampling to verify the presence or absence
of diborane.
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The ion generating mechanisms of implanters are housed in a
lead-shielded cabinet.

This shielding provides protection against

the emission of harmful levels of X-ray generated during the
application of high-voltage electrical energy to the ion source.
Dosimetry badges were placed at four locations on the implanter
cabinet outside of the shielding and at three locations inside
the shielding,

Three out of the four workplace locations regis-

tered negligible emission levels (see Table 11}.

At JUSt one

location outside the shielding a total dose of 70 mrem (approximately 13 mrem/week) was detected.

Another dosimeter placed in

the same location, but JUSt inside the shielding, registered a
total dose of 140 mrem (approximately 26 mrem/week).
The dosimetry data indicate that the shielding greatly
attenuates the level of X-ray emissions that reach the workplace,
At the point of greatest potential exposure {close to the ion
source, but outside the protective shielding) the attenuation was
limited to 50 percent.
During the routine performance of manning the equipment, ion
implantation operators appear to be exposed to very low levels of
arsine gas (less than 1 percent of the TLV)

(see Table 12).

Maintenance personnel involved in the removal of ion sources
or the repair of graphite components (i.e., beam manipulation)
are confronted with large emissions of arsenic (presumed to be in
the form of arsine gas).

During one sampling period area monitors

located over the graphite receptor of the ion source and the beam
manipulator collected 413 and 1.1 µg of arsine, respectively.
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Th~G

saropl1ng effort was the first ver1f1cat1on of suspected

arsenic exposures during source maintenance efforts.

As an

established precaution, Fairchild's maintenance personnel are
required to wear full-face airLine-supplied respirators during

mt:tintenance act.t"Jlties.

As an additional protective rr"easure, the

ion sources are quickly transferred upon removal to air-tight
glove boxes for maintenance or repair.
designed to prevent

~be

Tr.is precaution is

suspected •out-gassing• of arsenic

or arsenic compounds from graphite materia! components.

Radio Frequency

(RF)

Radio-freque~cy

ted near most RF

Sources
or microwave radiation emissions were detec-

generat~ng

metall1zat1on units pro<!11ced

sources (Table 13).
m~gnetic

Sev~ral

of the

near-field energy levels

that could result in exposures above tbe TLY for 13.56 MHz

so~rces.

The work habits of Fairchild employees, however, prevented any
such

exposu~es.

Their work regimen preventa then from spendir.g

any more than l or 2 minutes near enough to the equipner.t to be
exposed to the levels measured during the in-depth survey.
cont~a'&t

In

to the exposure potential to magnet1c•f1eld emissions,

onl1 Qne souree had the potential for overexposure to electrical

field energy.
Emissions Que to the

maqnet~c

and eiectrical fields for 450-

kHz sources were below the recommended Ttv•s.
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